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 Thisaresearchnwas aimed to findnout the impact of using Know-Want-
Learned strategyainaimprovingmthe students’mreading comprehension. The 
subject of this research was the ninth grade students of MTsS Insan Cita 
Medan in academic year of 2020/2021 which consistedaof 44 students. This 
research was conducted by using classroom action research, which used two 
cycles. Each of them consists of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting. 
The data were obtained throughmquantitative and qualitative data. The 
quantitative data was obtained from tests including pre-test, post-test I, and 
post-test II. While qualitative data was obtained from interview and 
observation sheet. The resultaof the data analysis showed that thereawas an 
improvement on the students’ reading achievement from each cycle. It was 
shown from the students’ mean score in pre-test was 57,8 increased to 70,4 in 
post-test I and increased to 80,5 in post-test II. In the pre-test there were 
18,2% (8 of 44 students) who gotascore > 75. In the post-test I, there were 
45,4% (20 of 44 students) who got score > 75. In the post-test II, there were 
88,6% (39 of 44 students) who got score > 75. For the hypothesis testing used 
t-test formula, the result of t-test was tobserved (10,30) >ttable (2,018). 
Thus,aalternative hypothesis (Ha)mcould be accepted. Based on the finding, 
alternative hypothesis (Ha) saying that K-W-L strategyacould improve the 
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A. Background of the Study 
Readinglislone of thelfour main skills in language learning. Readinglmust 
be with understanding to get theameaning of the author delivered.aWithout 
understanding, readinglis just simplylfollowing the words on the pagelfromlleft to 
rightaand hasano meaning. Everyareader has his/her own reasons when reading 
something, such as for entertainment, information and knowledge. Someapeople 
areaentertainedlbylreading comics and novels, because they can provide creativity 
and imagination. To get information and knowledge, people read newspapers and 
books. The main aim is to gain an understanding of what the author is trying to 
convey and utilize thatainformation. That is whyareadingacomprehension skill is 
essential. 
AccordingatoaTeixeira, reading is the primary languageaskill that has a 
significant place in foreign language teaching and learning. Thisaskill allows 
studentsato have access to ideasacommunicated by people in various locations and 
eras, giving them the opportunity to broaden their horizons and improve their 
knowledge.1 In reading lesson, students must beagiven an activearole in order to 
develop reading experience in different types of texts with different reading 
skills.2 From that definition we know that reading in aaforeign language is very 
important not only to promote students'apersonal andacognitive development, but 
also to improve their studies and jobaprospects in a global society. Because of the 
 
1JV Teixeira, (2012), Developing different skills using different texts. E-TEALS: 






importance of reading, one of the priorities of language teaching must give the 
students tools that they need to handle texts in various contexts and to determine 
more intensive goals. 
Because of reading is an essential skill, the process in teaching reading is an 
important thing that must be considered. Teaching reading is aimed to make 
students understand and get information from what the text is delivered. Through 
reading, the.studentsaare.expected to get information and comprehend the content 
of the text so they can answer the questions related to the text. 
However,..in reality.the.students..were not.able to.comprehendathe content 
of the narrative text thoroughly. When the students are given a text, they should 
open.the.dictionary.to look for the meaning of unfamiliar words in hope they 
would possibly understand what the text talk about. The students also cannot 
answer the questions that related to the content of the text.  
Thereaare two.factors thatacaused the students’ comprehension are still low 
in reading English text. Those are internal and external factors. Firstly internal 
factor is factor that came from the students’ themselves. Such as: the students’ self 
motivation, students’ need, IQ (Intelligence Quotient), talent, etc. the students’ 
motivationawas lowainalearning English subject. They said to the researcher that 
English is very difficult, especially if reading an English text they do not know the 
content of the text. 
Anotherafactor is externalafactorasuch as: the environment of students that 
come from the teacher, including the teacher’s method in teaching reading, the 
parents’ enthusiasm in support the students, friends’ responds while learning 





including strategy. Strategy can make the students’ low ability in reading 
comprehension become higher because strategy can make teaching and learning in 
reading more effective to improve the students’ knowledge. 
There are many strategies that can be implemented to improve the students’ 
reading comprehension in narrative text, one of them is by using K-W-L (Know-
Want-Learned) Strategy. Fengjuan stated K-W-L is a reading strategy that helps 
teachers engage students from the beginning of a reading lesson by activating 
prior knowledge.3 Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) consistsaof threeabasic stages of 
their stages, stage K, stage W, and stage L. In stage K: what do I already know? 
The students have their knowledge of a particular topic. Then at stage W: whatado 
I want to know? Theastudents determineawhatntheyawantato know by making 
questionsarelatedato the topic, and finally assessing what they learned in stage L: 
what have I learned? From the definition, Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy 
can be concluded as a strategy that has well-organized steps for students to follow.  
K-W-L strategy in its implementation focusing onahelpastudents to build up 
meaningafrom what they have read and alsoahelp themato examineatheir progress 
toward their goals. Through this strategy students can improve their reading skill, 
they can findatheamain idea of a text easier. A worksheet is given to each of the 
students that included columns on it for each of these three integrated activities. 
From preliminary observations and several interviewsawithaEnglish teacher 
andasome students in class IX of MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan, researcher found 
problemsain the process of learning English. The problem isarelated to the 
 
3Zhang Fengjuan, (2010), The integration of the.know-want-learn (KWL).strategy 
into english language teaching for non-English majors. Chinese Journal of Applied 





students' readingacomprehension. The students find that understanding English 
texts is the most difficultasubject for them. When they were given text to read, 
they are still having trouble getting the meaning of difficult words so they have to 
use their dictionary when they find words that they don't know the meaning of. 
When the teacher asked students to answer several questionslbasedlonltheltext 
verbally, most students cannot give the correct answer. These conditions indicate 
that students have a low ability to understand a text. 
Consideringatheafacts above, the researcher believe that several efforts were 
neededato solve the problems innthe learning process of teaching English, 
especiallymin teaching reading comprehension. To overcome this problem, 
researcher was motivated to conduct an actionlresearch. It involved English 
teacher in schoolatoafind the best solutions to problems in teaching reading 
comprehension for the ninth grade students at MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan. 
Basedaon the explanationaabove, themresearcher was interestedain 
conducting or having a research which focuses in K-W-L strategy under title 
“The Implementationaof Know-Want-LearnedaStrategyato Improve the 




Basedaon the backgroundaof the problem, the problemacan be identified as 
follow: (1)aMost of the students have lowaability in readingacomprehension. (2) 
The students cannot translate the sentences well. (3) The students cannot answer 





were low in reading English text. 
 
C. LimitationiofitheiProblem 
Basedlonlthelidentificationloflthe problem, the researcher limits the problem 
on the improvement of the students’ reading comprehension. 
 
D. Research Question 
Based on theilimitation of the problem, the research question of the study 
was asafollow: How does the Implementation of K-W-L strategy in improving the 
students’ reading comprehension in narrative text at MTs Swasta Insan Cita 
Medan? 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
This study wasaaimed to describe the implementation of K-W-L strategy in 
improving the students’ reading comprehension at MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan. 
During the research, the use of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy helpsathe 
studentsaactivate their previous knowledge, monitor their understanding, and 
recordlwhatlthey havealearned from the text. At the end of this study, the students 




The findings of this study are expected to be useful and relevant 
theoretically and practically. 
Theoretically, the findings of this study are useful for enriching knowledge 





theories about foreign languagellearning. 
Practically, these findings are useful and relevant for: 
1. EnglishaTeachers: This study provides significantainformation in their efforts 
to decide on teaching reading techniques in the classroom. 
2. Readers:iThis research is useful to increase theiriknowledge about the K-W-L 
strategy.ss 
3. Otherlresearchers: This study canlbelused as a reference. 








This chapter presents review of theoretical framework, review of previous 
studies, conceptual framework, and hypothesis. 
A. TheoreticallFramework 
Toaconductla research, thereaare some theoriesaneeded to explainasome 
concepts and termsaapplied in thearesearch. Thislstudylalso usesasome related terms 
that need to be explained. The theoretical concepts of the terms will be presented as 
follows: 
1. The Concept of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) Strategy 
This sub-chapter discussesasome relevant theories which arearelated to Know-
Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy. In this section, the discussion of the concept of 
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy is mainlyarelated to four aspects. They are 
the definition of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L), the characteristics of Know-Want-
Learned (K-W-L) strategy, the implementation of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) 
strategy, and the advantages of using Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy. 
a. Definition of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) Strategy 
K-W-Laisaan active model thinking of thinking strategies neededawhen 
reading a texts. The lettersaK-W-L stands for three activities of students involved in 
reading to learn, remember what they know, determine what theyawantatoalearn, 
and identify whatltheyllearn when theyaread.4 While Fifindwi stated that K-W-L 
strategy is a strategy of teaching reading that emphasizes the importance of 
 
4Carr, E. &aOgle, D, (1987), “KWL Plus: Aastrategy for comprehension and 
summarization”. Journal of TheoryaandaPracticeainaLanguage Studies, 30(7), p. 15.  
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background knowledge of the reader.5 
K-W-L is a teaching schemeathatadevelops activeareading ofaexpository texts 
by activating students' background knowledge. Based on the explanation of the 
experts above, it can be concluded that K-W-L is a strategy used to encourage 
students to beamore active. Thisastrategy isadoneabyapreparingastudents to make 
predictionsaabout what they are reading, soathat teachers can also predict their 
knowledge of the topic given. Students begin writingaeverything they knowaabout 
the topic of the text. This isldone to make studentsathinkaabout what theyaknow and 
whatathey do not know, so thatathey can exploreawhat they havealearned. Students 
are asked to predict their knowledge of the topic given by the teacher and share or 
discuss it with their friends. 
K-W-L charts assisting teachers in activating students' prior knowledge of 
subject matter and topic of interest, active reading, andaresearch. The K-W-L charts 
areaespecially helpful when reading a unit of study. The K, stands for what 
studentsaknow, the W, stands for whatastudents want to learn,aand the L, stands for 
what studentsalearn as they readaor research. K-W-L helpsastudents become better 
readers and helps teachers to be more interactive in their teaching. 
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) consists of the basic stages of their stages, 
stage K,astage W, and stage L. In stage K:awhat did I know, students have their 
knowledge of a particular topic. Then at stage W: what I do want to know, students 
determineawhat they wantato knowabyamaking questionsarelated to the topic, and 
finally assessing what they learned in stage L: what I have learned. From the 
 
5AryaniaFifinaDwi,a(2007),aTheaEffectaofaKwlaonaEFLaStudent’saReading 




definition, Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy can be concluded as a strategy 
that has well-organized steps for students to follow. This strategy combines reading 
strategies in reading comprehension. 
From the definition, Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy canabe 
concludedaasaa strategy which has well-organized steps to beafollowed by the 
students. The strategy combines the use of reading strategiesain the effort to 
improve readingacomprehension. 
 
b. Thelcharacteristicslof Know-Want-Learned Strategy 
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) has characteristics that are different from other 
instructional reading strategy. Below, fouracharacteristics of Know-Want-Learned 
(K-W-L) areapresented.  
1. Using charts  
In the implementation of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy, theauselof 
chart is important. The chart used in this strategy is known as K-W-L chart. K-W-L 
chart consists of threelcolumns. They are What do I Know (K) column, What do I 
want to Know (W) column, and What I have learned (L) column. The chart presents 
a before-during-after strategy that must be completed by the students during the 
thinking-reading process. The firstatwo sectionsaofatheachartaare toabe filled out 
prior to the lesson while the last column is to be filled outaafter the lesson. K-W-L 
chart helpsastudents to belactivelthinkers whileathey read, give them specific things 
toalook for, and get them reflectlon what they havellearned. It can be used as a 
shortaintroduction toaa lesson to stimulate prioraknowledge and assist the teacher’s 
10 
 














Copyright © 2009. Adapted from “Graphic Organisers”, by S. Wren, Balanced 
Reading.com 
Figure 2.1: The exampleaof KWLachart. 
 
2.  Involving three basic stages  
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) consistsaof threeabasic stages.aTheyaare K 
stage, W stage, and L stage. In the K stage: What do I know, studentslaccessltheir 
backgroundlknowledge to theatext byalisting what they already knownaabout a 
specificatopic. Then in the W stage: Whatado I want to know, studentsadetermine 
whatatheyawant toaknow by making questionsarelatedatoatheatopic,aandafinally 
 
6Candace S. Bos and Sharon Vaughn, (2002),aStrategies for Teaching Studentsawith 
Learning and BehavioraProblems, USA: Rinehart andaWinston, Inc, p. 179. 
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recallawhatatheyalearnainathe L stage: What I have learned. Below is the illustration 
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Figure 2.2: The use ofaKWLachart 
 
Thelfigurelabove suggests howathe use of K-W-L chartlimitateslthe processlof 
comprehendingltheltext. The method in K stage represents the procedure in which 
12 
 
the reader makes use of their prior know-how earlier than reading. The system in W 
stage represents the procedure in which the reader states questions in which they are 
extra interested. The process in L stage represents the process in which the reader 
assessments whether the facts he/she gets from the textual content is appropriate 
with the records stored in their mind. The three tiers in K-W-L are precisely the 
same as how reader tactics to comprehend the text. Each column in the chart shows 
the procedure of comprehending the text. 7 
3. Combining the use of Strategies  
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy includes a variety of strategies to help 
the students make meaning from a text. There are at least threelstrategies used. They 
are activating prior knowledge, placing reason of reading, and monitoring and 
assessinglcomprehension.8 
4. Using interactive processing  
The use of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy can assist the teacher in 
teaching reading using an interactive model of reading.9 An interactive reading 
model is a reading model that recognizes the interaction of bottom-up and top-down 
processes simultaneously throughout the reading process.10 An interactive model 
emphasizes the role of prior knowledge or pre-existing knowledge in providing the 
readers with implicit information in the text. In the implementation of Know-Want-






10H. Douglas Brown, (2007), TeachingabyaPrinciples: AnaInteractiveaApproach to 




c. The Use of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy  
The Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) strategy consists of three basic steps 
representativeaofatheacognitive or meta-cognitive stepsaemployed by theastudents 
as they utilize the strategy; accessing What I Know, determining What I Want to 
Know, and recalling What I Learned. To assist the students in using the strategies 
when reading, there is a simple worksheet for the students to complete during the 
thinking- reading process namely K-W-L chart.  
Throughout the K (Know) step, the teacher and the students contain in a 
dialogue designed to assist students in thinking about what they already recognize 
about the subject of the textual content. For this step, the teacher starts through using 
a brainstorming system. As within the pre studying plan, students are advocated to 
talk about in which or how they discovered the statistics so one can provide data 
regarding the supply of their ideas. After brainstorming, the trainer and the students 
discuss the general classes of information in all likelihood to be encountered once 
they examine and the way their brainstormed ideas may want to assist them 
determine the types. For instance, the teacher would possibly say “I see three 
different pieces of records approximately how is turtle seemed. Description of its 
looks is genuinely one category of information i might anticipate to encompass”.11 
During the WantatoaLearn step, the teacher and theastudents discussawhat 
they favor to learn from the text. Before starting to read, the students write 10 down 
the particular questions in which they are most fascinated in the second column. 
This step helps the students to set a purpose of reading. During the What Ialearned 
 
11Donna M. Ogle, (1986), K-W-L: A Teaching model that develops active reading of 
expository text. The Reading Teacher, 39(6), p. 566. 
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step, the students write what they have realized from reading. They must take a look 
at their questions that they generated in Want to Learn step. In this step, the students 
have to confirm or reject their very own questions in What I Want to Know. 
Besides, they have to generate their thoughts primarily based on the information 
they find. In this step the students can reveal their own comprehension. 
 
d. The Advantages of Using Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) Strategy 
Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) has some advantages that can help the students 
understand the text. Below, three advantages of Know-Want-Learned (K-W-L) are 
presented:  
1. Helping the students to check prior knowledge  
The use of Know-Want-Learned strategy in the educating of studying helps the 
students test their prior knowledge of a topic, concept, or method before 
mastering about it. With this prior knowledge, the brains of the students will 
recall what they already recognize (the K of K-W-L) about the topic. When the 
students get new information, the students will use their brains to be a part of 
the ancient understanding with new records from the text. Learners who begin 
making connection about what they already know can create the meaning of the 
text easier. 
2. Building the Students’ Interest in Reading  
The second advantage of the use of Know-Want-Learned strategy is to stir the 
students’ interest in what students additionally choose (the W of K-W-L) to be 
aware of additionally about the topic. Making their very own questions about 
the theme can amplify the students’ interest because of the fact that the students 
felt the necessity of finding out what would virtually happen in the text. The 
15 
 
students are interested to read the text due to the fact they desire to discover the 
answer of their personal query or not. By finishing K and W column, the 
students are no longer only making use of their prior expertise however 
additionally are motivated to maintain analyzing the text. 
3. Providing a chance for the students to assess what they have learned  
The third advantage is to grant a risk for students at the end of a lesson to seem 
to be returned and assess what they have realized in the lesson. By finishing the 
remaining column specifically What I Learned column, the students document 
the information they get from the text. Here, the students can assess their very 
own thinking process.12 
 
2. Reading Comprehension 
In this sub-chapter, the researcherapresents several theories relating to reading 
comprehension. There are four main points that will be discussed in this sub-chapter. 
Theyaare definitions of reading comprehension, reading comprehension processes, 
factors that influence reading comprehension, principles in teaching reading 
comprehension, problems of teaching reading comprehension, components in 
teachingaandalearningareading. 
a. Definition of reading comprehension 
Readingacomprehensionaisathe process of constructingameaning that involves 
writtenalanguageaby interpreting textual information by remembering that prior 
knowledge and experience use appropriate and efficient understanding strategies.13 
The process of building meaning is a process in which readers combine their 
 
12Candace S. Bos and Sharon Vaughn, Op. Cit., p. 179. 
13Catherine Snow and Chair, (2002), Reading for Understanding (Towards an R&D 
Program in Reading Comprehension). Santa Monica: RAND, p. 11. 
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previous knowledge with additional information from the text, draw meaning of 
words, and connect them to achieve a clear understanding of written text.14 In this 
process, readers use their previous knowledge about the topic, language structure, 
and text structure to understand the message of the author. 
According toaHarris and Hodges, analyzing comprehension is the construction 
of theameaning of aawritten textual content thru a reciprocal interchange of thoughts 
between the reader and the message in a precise text.15 According to this theory, 
reading comprehension is described as a system of giving meaning to a reading text 
by means of the reader. This procedure takes place in the reader’s idea in which 
thoughts of the reader and ideas in the text have interaction to assemble meaning. 
From theadefinition above, readingacomprehensionacanabe interpreted as a 
process of building meaning from a text that has a background of knowledge that 
has a clear understanding of the message of the author. 
AllahasaysainaholyaQur’anainasurahaAl- ‘Alaqaverse 1-5: 
َرباَِّكالَّذاخيََلقََ ْسْا َعَلقَ (١)اقْ َرْأِبا  َ(٤)الَّذايَعلََّمبااْلَقَلمَا(٣)اقْ َرْأَورَبَُّكاألْكَرمَ (٢)َخَلَقاإلْنَساَنَان ْ
 َ(٥)َعلََّماإلْنَساََنَاَلْميَ ْعَلمَْ
َ
“1. Proclaim! (or Read!) in the name of thy Lord and cherisher, Who created. 
2. Created man out of A (mere) clot of congealed blood. 3. Proclaim! And thy 
Lord is most bountiful. 4. He who taught (the use of) the pen. 5. Taught man 
 
14Pang, S. et al, (2003), TeachingaReading.aBrussels:aInternationalaAcademyaof 
Educationa(IAE), p. 14. 
15Debbie Miller, (2013), Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the 
Primary Grades, USA: Stenhouse Publishers, p. 23. 
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which he knew not.”16 
The first word of these verses is iqra! that the means proclaim, reading, 
analyzing, conveying, and so on. The command of reading includes analyzing the 
universe, society or oneself and written source, included Holy Qur’an and others. 
Allah SWT commanded Muhammad to read in the name of Allah who created 
human beings.17 
It is able to be concluded that Allah SWT commands all people to read 
everything, written or not. Due to the fact with study something someone can 
recognize the entirety. In English lesson one basic skill must be mastered by 
students is reading that is suitable with the above verse. 
In anotherasurah Allah Swt says He created the eyes to human to see, so they 
can read everything in this world. That is why reading is really important as stated in 
surah Al-Mu-minun verse 78: 
َلك م َالسَّْمَعَ  َ(٧٨)َواألْبَصاَرََواألْفئاَدَةَقَلايالََماََتْشك ر ونَََوه َوَالَّذايَأَْنَشأََ
“It is He Who has created For you (the faculties of) Hearing, sight, feeling 
and understanding: little thanks it is ye give?”18 
In surah al-Mu’minun verse 78 above explains about the basic tools or human 
potential that uses to gain knowledge. The main tools for material objects are eyes 
and ears, while the object that is immaterial is minds and hearts.19 
 
16Abdullah YusufaAli, (2001), The MeaningaofaTheaHolyQur’an, Maryland: Amana 
Publications, p.1672. 
17M. Quraish Shihab, (2009), Tafsir Al-Mishbab: Pesan, Kesan, dan Keserasian Al-
Qur’an. Jakarta: Lentera Hati, p.455-464. 
18Abdullah Yusuf Ali, Op cit., p. 856-857. 
19M. Quraish Shihab, (2012),  Al-Lubab: Makna,aTujuanadanaPelajaran dariaSurah-
Surah Al-qur’an, Jakarta: Lentera Hati, p. 673. 
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This verse tells us that Allah already gives us hearing, sight, and hearts, ears to 
hear, eyes to pay attention, hearts and mind to understand something. So why human 
do not thank to Allah the creator? 
Human must use their given sense of sight properly so they can differ the good 
and the bad one so they can comprehend the good then. In surah al-Hajj verse 
46 Allah says: 
َيْسَمع ْوَنَ  َءاَذاٌنَ أَْوَ َآَ ِبا يَ ْعقال ْوَنَ ق  ل ْوٌبَ ََل ْمَ فَ َتك ْوَنَ َ اأْلَْرضا َ ِفا ْْي ْواَ َيسا أَفَ َلْمَ
َا َالص د ْورَا صلىِبا َِفا َالِتا َاَََلَتَ ْعَمىَالق ل ْوب   َ)٤٦(فَأاَّنَّ
 
“Do they not travel through the land, so that their hearts and mind may thus 
learn wisdom and their ears may thus learn to hear? Truly it is not their eyes 
that are blind, but their hearts which are in their breasts.”20 
 This surah told people that Allah calls His servants to wander the earth so 
that they reflect and take lessons. Allah said, “Then do they not walk on the earth,” 
with a physical and a heart with which they can understand, “Allah's verses and 
scrutinize the sources of study with them” or have a telling by which they hear, news 
of the people who have passed and news of nations afflicted by torment. If it is not 
intended for this purpose, then the sight of the eyes, hearing ears and body 
movements which are nil from contemplating and learning is useless and does not 
lead to the goal to be achieved. For that reason, Allah said, “For in fact it is not the 
eye that is blind, but the blind one, is the heart that is in the chest,” which means that 
 
20Abdullah YusufaAli, (2001), TheaMeaningaofaTheaHoly Qur’an, Maryland: 
Amana Publications, p. 834. 
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the dangerous blindness model in religion is blindness of the heart towards truth. 
The result is not being able to see it as a blind person cannot see the objects of view. 
Meanwhile, blindness in the sight of the eye, the peak (negative effect) only 
interferes with worldly livelihoods and benefits. 
The good things that human obtained can be from the obedient one who is 
religious. The one who has good religion gets the virtues and the way to get 
knowledge is by studying. In the hadith the Prophet Muhammad Saw stated that:  
 
يََ َعبَّاسَا ااْبنَ  َعنَْ  َمنَْ : َوَسلَّمََ َعَلْيهَا للاَ  َصلَّى للاَا َرس ْولَ  قَالََ : قَالََ َعْنهَ  للاَ  َرضا
َْ ي  َفقاِّْههَ  َخْْيًا باهَا للاَ  ي رادَا َا وََ الداِّْينَا فا لت ََّعلُّمَا اْلعاْلمَ  ااَنَّ  )اْلب َخاراىَْ َرَواهَ (ِبا
 
“Narrated Ibn’ Abbas R.A: I heard Allah’s Messenger SAW saying, “if 
Allah wants to do good to a person, He makes him comprehend the religion 
[the understanding of the Qur’an and As-Sunna (legal ways) of the Prophet 
(Muhammad SAW)] and the knowledge is truly obtained through 
studying.”21 
 This hadith explains about the basis of education. Education was obtained 
through studying in order to enrich the knowledge. This hadith ordered us to be 
good. Whosoever Allah wills for him goodness they understands religion. People 
will be given goodness of Allah. Goodness in socially, mentally, spiritually, 
economically and others by understanding religion. Thus in studying do not forget to 
rely on the religion. Religion is God’s key to one’s good. In other word, if you want 
 
21 Muhammad Muhsin Khan, (1998), The Translation of the Meanings of Shahih Al-
Bukhari Arabic-English Vol.1, Riyadh: Darussalam, p. 98. 
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to get any good in the world and end, don’t be far away from the religion. In this 
sense religion is the key to one’s goodness. 
In the other hadith that was narrated by Sunan Abu Dawud, the Prophet SAW 
explains the glory of people who seeking knowledge as follows: 
 ََ اَّللَّا َ َرس ول  قَاَلَ قَاَلَ ه َريْ َرَةَ َ َأِبا َطرايْ ًق اَََ:َوَسلَّمََ َعَلْيهَا للاَ  َصلَّىََ-َعْنَ َسَلَكَ َمْنَ
َله ََطرايْ ًق اَإاََلَاْْلَنَّ ةَا   )رواهَابوَداود  (يَ ْب َتغايَفاْيهاَعاْلًماََسهَّ َلَللاَ 
 
“It was narrated that Abu Hurairah said: “There is no man who follows a path 
in pursuit of knowledge but Allah will make easy for him a path to 
paradise.”22 
The phrase "a path in pursuit of knowledge" contains two meanings, namely: 
first, taking the path to study knowledge in its true sense, such as walking to 
scientific assemblies. Second, take a path or a way that can lead someone to acquire 
syar'i knowledge, such as reading, memorizing, studying, and so on. That is why 
reading is important aspect that included to the way of seeking the knowledge. 
Because with reading it can expand the way of someone’s thinking. 
b. The ProcessesloflReadinglComprehension 
Asamentioned earlier, reading comprehension is a process by whichlthe reader 
builds meaning from the text. There are at least three types of processes that mean 
meaning expressed by some experts. Three processes for building the meaning of 
the text are presented below: 
 
22Imam Hafiz Abu Dawud Sulaiman binaAsh’ath, (2008), EnglishaTranslation of 
Sunan Abu Dawud Vol.4, Riyadh: Darussalam, p. 208. 
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1. Bottom-up processing  
Bottom-up processing views the system of reading as phonemic units. In 
bottom-up processing, the reader need to apprehend a multiplicity of linguistic sign 
such as letters, morphemes, syllables, words, phrases, grammatical cues, and 
discourse markers.23 It means that the reader has to scan from letters to letters, 
apprehend the phrases from one to another, associate among phrases, clauses, and 
sentences, and subsequently it is processed 10 into phonemic devices representing 
lexical meanings and attains some comprehension of the text. 
2. Top-down processing  
In top-down processing, the reader involves their knowledge of syntax and 
semantic to construct meaning of the text.24 The reader constructs meaning by 
bringing their early thought to the text being read. It means that the reader’s 
background knowledge is essential in getting the meaning of the text. In top-down 
processing, the reader makes some outlook of the text. The process is continued by 
taking samples which will be confirmed or not to the outlooks have been made 
before. Finally, the reader checks the outlooks.  
3. Interactive processing  
Interactive processing is a composite of top-down and bottom-up processing. 
In interactive processes, the reader predicts the probable meaning of the text, then 
moving to the bottom-up processes to check whether that is really what the writer 
says.25 It means that the reader both recognizes words and predicts the implied 
 
23H. Douglas Brown, (2007), Teachingaby Principles: An Interactive Approach to 
Language Pedagogy, White Plains: Pearson Education Company, p. 299. 
24Thom Hudson, (2007), TeachingaSecond Language Reading. New York: Oxford 
University Press, p. 37. 
25H. Douglas Brown, Op.Cit., p. 299. 
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information in constructing meaning of the text.  
From the discussion above, it can be deduced that there are three types in the 
process of reading. They are bottom-up processing, top-down processing, and 
interactive processing. Bottom-up processing deals with the word familiarization. 
Top-down processing deals with the readers’ background knowledge. The last, 
interactive processing combines the top-down and bottom-up processing. Here, 
interactive processing combines word identification and background knowledge of 
the readers. The three processes help the readers to comprehend the text they read. 
Human was given the big potential by Allah Swt in order to human can use 
them properly. Do not waste them, human need to take care of it. Allah already 
given human the five sense since they were a little, one of them is sight sense that 
has many functions. That is why human need to make good use of them. This is 
accordance to the verse in Qur’an surah An-Nahl verse 78 that Allah says: 
َواألْبَصاَرَ السَّْمَعَ َلك م َ َوَجَعَلَ ًئاَ َشي ْ تَ ْعَلم وَنَ أ مََّهاتاك ْمََلَ َ ب ط ونا ماْنَ َأْخَرَجك ْمَ َواَّللََّ 
ََ(٧٨)َواألْفئاَدَةََلَعلَّك ْمََتْشك ر وَنَ
“It is He Who brought you Forth from the wombs of your mothers when ye 
knew nothing; and He gave you hearing and sight and intelligence and 
affection: That ye may give thanks (To Allah).”26 
This verse states, and as Allah brings you out based on His power and 
knowledge from the stomach of your mother, while you were not in shape, so also 
he can bring you out again. When he takes you out of the stomach of your mother, 
 
26Abdullah YusufaAli, (2001),aThe Meaning of TheaHoly Qur’an, Maryland: Amana 
Publications, p. 657-658. 
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you are all in a state of ignorance of everything around you and He makes you 
hearing, visions, and various hearts as provisions and tools to gain knowledge so 
that you can be grateful by using these tools in accordance with the purpose of Allah 
bestowing to you.  
The potential that exists in humans is huge. Allah Swt gives the potential in the 
form of the ability to think in the human brain and physical abilities. However all the 
potential cannot develop by themselves. Therefore Allah Swt completed it with 
hearing, sight, and conscience. By sight, people can know all things in their 
surroundings. By sight people can read and comprehend everything. 
In reading and comprehend something, human need to be careful, they have to 
make sure themselves that the things they obtained was correct and do not hurry in 
deciding something including in learning, all needs process. In Surah, Thaha verse 
114, Allah Swt stated that to study and comprehending something not to be in a 
hurry. It should be slowly and thoroughly. 
 
َاْلَْقَُّ اَْلَملاك  َاَْنَي ُّْقَضىَاالَْيَكََوْحي ه ,ََوق ْلَََفَ تَ َعَلىَاَّللَِّ  َماْنَقَ ْبلا َْلق ْرَانا َوَلَتَ ْعَجْلَِبا
َْعاْلًما َزاْدَِنا  )١١٤( رَّبِّا
 
 “High abovelall is Allah, The King, the Truth! Be not in haste with the Qur’an 
beforelIts revelation to theelis completed, but say, “O my Lord! Advance me 
in knowledge.”27 
In that verse gave us the understanding that in studying something we have 
manners and good attitude by saying the prayer first. ۡلٗما ۡدنِّي عِّ ِّ زِّ ب   is the prayer which رَّ
 
27Ibid., p. 788. 
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means Oh Lord, add knowledge to me. They should always be careful in 
understanding the knowledge that is being learned, not in a hurry to make a decision, 
and not in awe of themselves. As well as always asking God to be given useful 
knowledge. 
c.  Factor AffectinglReadinglComprehension 
Thereaareamanyaideas about the factors that influence reading comprehension 
proposed by some experts. Below are four factors that influence reading 
comprehension. 
1. Background knowledge of the text 
Knowledge of students'abackground about text is oneaofatheafactors that 
influence reading comprehension. Readers understand what they read because they 
are able to take stimulus beyond the graphical representation and assign them to the 
appropriateagroupaofaconceptsaalreadyastored in it memories. Here, the background 
of student knowledge is important because students begin to make intercourses 
about what they already know to build meaning.28 
a. The purpose of reading 
Efficient reading consists of obviously identifying the purpose in reading. The 
purpose of reading helps readers to focus on the information they want to know. A 
reader can have problems in understanding the text if he/she reads it with a specific 
purpose in mind.29 
b. Vocabulary Mastery 
Vocabulary mastery is very important for reading comprehension. It is 
 





impossible to know much about the number of significant words in the text. By 
mastering much vocabulary, readers can easily understand the meaning of the text.30 
From the theories above, it can be concluded that reading comprehension is 
not a single process. This is a process that is influenced by several factors such as 
the background of the reader's knowledge of the text, the motivation and interest of 
the reader in reading, the purpose of reading the reader, and the mastery of the 
vocabulary of the reader. All of those factors connected each other in influencing the 
reader’s reading comprehension ability. 
 
2. Reading Comprehension Strategy 
Theause of reading strategies requires the reader to think about how to 
approach the text to decode and store information. In this definition, strategy is a 
way for students to solve problems faced in building meaning in any context. The 
strategy chosen by students are modified to fitatheademands of the learning 
situation. The strategies used by students must be different from each other. There 
are several strategies in reading comprehension. 
a. Identify theapurpose of reading 
An efficient reading consists of identifying goals clearly in reading the text. 
By identifying the purpose of reading before reading the text, the reader know what 
they are looking for and can eliminate potential disturbing information.31 
b. Using efficient silent reading techniques 
Silent reading is suitable for middle and advanced students. This strategy 
 
30Klingner, K. J.,aVaughn, S.,aBoardman, Alison, (2007), TeachingaReading 
Comprehension toaStudents withaLearning Difficulties, New York: The Guilford Press, p. 
47. 
31H. Douglas Brown,Op.Cit., p. 306. 
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guides students to try to deduce meaning from the context. It is also the best 
practices for making students become efficient readers.32 
c. Skimming and scanning the text 
Skimming is a reading strategy where readers shortly see the complete text. By 
reading the text, the reader will be capable to predict the reason of this passage, 
predominant topic, or message, and helping ideas. Scanning is shortly searching for 
some unique portions of data in a text.  The motive of scanning is to extract 
particular data barring  analyzing the whole text. Readers can use this approach for 
finding specified data in textual content such as searching for names or dates, 
finding key notion definitions, and registering a quantity of supporting details.33 
d. Guessing  
In this approach, the students try to bet the meaning of the words whilst they 
are no longer certain or they do not recognize the meanings of the phrases, a 
grammatical courting, a discourse courting, a cultural reference, content material 
messages, and inferaimpliedameanings.34 
e. Questioning  
This method permits the students to have exercise in making questions after 
which answering by using themselves. The questions that should be made are those 
which could arouse their recognition of what they read. Those will constitute 
whether they've understood the text or no longer. 
f. Makingapredictionsaandainferences  







negotiate meaning of the text. They connect their background knowledge with the 
information from the text. In inference, the readers have to find some of the clues 
then, combine it to their background knowledge and past experiences to interpret the 
meaning of the text.  
Those are the strategies for having top analyzing comprehension. The 
strategiesacross in line with the two processes,abottom-upaand top-downastrategies. 
The reader startsareading analyzing with the aid of having the first method that's 
figuring out the reason in analyzing and ends with capitalizing on discourse markers 
to manner relationships. The techniques above are highly required for studying 
comprehension. 
3.  Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Teaching is an undertaking in which the teacher courses and helps learning, 
gives a chance for the inexperienced persons to learn, and sets the circumstance for 
learning. 35 Guidance is completed through main the students to do the activities in 
the effort of getting knowledge. The teacher can help the students in gaining the 
understanding through giving services such as tasks. By giving these tasks, the 
instructor lets the college students learn about with the aid of themselves. To make 
the teaching and gaining knowledge of method run well, the instructor desires to set 
a right scenario for the students to learn. In placing a right condition, the teacher 
have to think about a lecture room method or method that is used as this can impact 
the way she/he manages the class. Based on the definition above, instructing reading 
comprehension is a training that is done by using the teacher to make beginners 
reach their reading comprehension on the textual content using a sure technique. The 
 
35Brown, Teaching by Principles, p. 7. 
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teacher can lead the inexperienced persons to understand a textual content through 
the use of some strategies on analyzing comprehension. 36 
In teaching reading comprehension, it is not only the students who must be 
able to comprehend the text, but also the teacher must have an appropriate strategy 
to assist their students in learning process. Most of students really enjoy being 
entertained and amused. There is a hadith which mention that: 
َبَْ ر واوََعنَأََنسا ر وََوَبسِّا ر واَوَلَت  َعسِّا َعَلْيهاََوََسلََّمَقَاَلََيسِّا ََصلَّىَللاَ  ِّا ََعناَالنَّبا كاَ 
ناََمالا
ر واوََوَلَت  نَ فِّار واَ)َرَواهَ  َاْلب َخاراْى(َ. َوَبسِّا
“Narrated Anas bin Malik RA: The Prophet SAW said, “Make things easy 
for the people, and do not make things difficult for them and give them 
glad tidings and do not repel them.”37 
The hadith above explains that teaching and learning process must be applied 
in an easy and enjoyable situation in the classroom. Those situations will make the 
students not feel bored and depressed in the classroom. The students will feel 
interested and enthusiast in learning process. A good teacher can create a good 
classroom atmosphere and interesting teaching process. Therefore, a good teacher 
must have a suitable strategy in teaching reading comprehension. 
d. Principleslinlteachinglreadinglcomprehension  
In the teaching of reading, the teacher cannot directly simply teach studying to 
the students via giving texts and asks them to understand it. There are some concepts 
which have to be taken into consideration with the aid of the instructor. As it's miles 
 
36Pang, S. et al, Op.Cit., p. 14. 
37Muhammad MuhsinaKhan, (1997), TheaTranslationaof theaMeaningaofaShahih 
Al-Bukhari Arabic-English Vol.1, Riyadh: Darussalam, p. 97. 
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proposed through Harmer, there are six ideas in teaching studying.38 They are 
described as follows:  
1. The teacher needs to understand that reading is not a passive skill.  
Reading is lively activity. When the readers read a text, they have to do other 
activity, not simply read a textual content at glance. It potential that the teacher does 
not purely ask the students to read a text, but he/or she has to make them understand 
that the studying is no longer a passive skill. It consists of the appreciation of word 
meaning, the arguments cited in the text, and working out with the arguments 
whether or not they agree or not. 
2. The teacher has to make the students enjoy reading the passage.  
It is important to enhance the students’ interest in reading. When the students 
do no longer enjoy reading, they will get nothing from it. It is different from when 
they are interested in what they might read, they will get more benefits. They can get 
more knowledge and new information from the text they are analyzing.  
3. The teacher needs to encourage the students in responding to the content 
of a reading text, not just to the language being used in the text.  
Understanding a language is also a part of comprehending a text. However, it 
is not the common thing in reading comprehension. The students have to respond to 
the meaning of the text and express their feelings about the topic of the text. That is 
why it becomes the responsibility of the teacher to encourage them to do that.  




Limited, p. 70-71. 
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Prediction is one of the strategies in reading comprehension. Earlier than the 
students come into the textual content, they can do prediction by looking at the title 
of the text first. The title occasionally gives clues at what the text is about. By the 
way of doing this, the students will actively start the method of reading. Certainly, 
the teacher should give clues to make the students comprehend the textual content 
easily.  
5. The teacher has to match the tasks to the topic.  
Assignment is one of the ways to check the capability of the students in 
comprehending a text. Good tasks are those that are suitable for the subject being 
discussed. Tasks can be made by means of questions and puzzle. In this case, the 
teacher has to remember deciding on or creating the proper tasks for the students. 
6. The teacher should exploit reading texts to the full.  
Exploitingareading texts to the overall means that the teacher does no longer 
ask the students to examine a textual content and then move to another activity 
having no relation to the text. However, the teacher should cover all the things that 
the students can work out with the textual content. The teacher has to discuss the 
text fully, study the language, offers extra assignment to the students. 
e. Components inateaching and learning of reading  
Teaching reading can occur when there are some components put together in a 
certain condition of the teaching and learning process. The components include the 
teacher, the students, the materials, and the techniques.  
1. The teacher  
Theateacherlbecomeslthelmostlimportantacomponentain teaching reading as 
her/ or his attitude can influence theastudents’ performance. She /or he takes role as 
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a facilitator inateachingland learninglprocess not as the instructor.39 The teacher 
explains and fashions the techniques with a purpose to be used in analyzing. Except, 
she / or he additionally has to inspire the students to take part inside the coaching 
and studying method and enables them after they have problem in reading.40 
2. The students  
In teachingareading, the studentsatake the role asathe readers. They read many 
kinds of texts based at the aim of mastering in senior high colleges which includes 
recounts, descriptive, narratives, expositions, procedures, news, reports, explanation, 
and discussion.41 The objectives in their analyzing are to gain comprehension so that 
the scholars can get new data and expertise from a text they examine. To attain an 
excellent comprehension in studying the scholars need to have adequate prior know-
how for knowledge the content material and sufficient time to method the statistics, 
reread the passage, clarify the information, analyze the content material, and feature 
possibilities to discuss a textual content with other students.42 
3. The materials  
Thelmaterialslforlteaching reading are closelylrelated to the kindskof the texts. 
The texts that arelchosen must be suitable.for the need of the learners.43 If the text is 
tooldifficult for thelstudents, it will make themlfrustrated. On thelother hand, if the 
text is too easy forlthem, they will consider it as unimportant. It is also considered 
that thelmaterials depend on who thelstudents are.44 As this study is conductedlin a 
 
39Linda J. Dorn, et al, (2005), TeachingaforaDeepaComprehension, United States: 
StenhouseaPublisher, p. 80. 
40Ibid., p.31.  
41Permendiknas no.23, 2006, p. 12. 
42Linda J. Dorn, Op.Cit., p. 17. 
43Jeremy Harmer, Op. Cit., p. 68. 
44Ibid., p. 69. 
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senior high school, the students are categorized as teenagers whose interest is 
different. That is why materials are chosen by considering the interest and the need 
of the students based on the curriculum.  
4. Media  
Media is one of the components in the teaching and gaining knowledge of 
process. it can be used by the trainer to facilitate learning. Within the coaching and 
mastering procedure of analyzing, media which include textbooks, multimedia, 
commercials, and the net come to be the sources wherein numerous texts are 
provided.45 The teacher can choose one or two of the media based on the need and 
the text that will be taught by her or him.  
5. Theatechniques  
A technique is one of the essential additives in teaching reading. The usage of 
a technique will constitute how the teaching and getting to know method could be. 
The technique that is utilized by the instructor will even affect the scholars in the 
way they understand texts. 
 
3.  NarrativeaText 
Pradiyono stated narrativeltextaisla.kindaofatext that tell the past time stories. 
The aim and socialafunction of this text is to amuseatheareadersaaboutatheastory.46 
There are four terms in the generic structure of narrative text, they are:47 




46Pradiyono,a(2007),aPasti Bisa!aTeaching Genre-Based Writing.aYogyakarta: Andi, 
p. 20. 
47Arifiyati Nugrahani dan Fernando, (2006),aLanguage toaUse English.aJakarta: 
PirantiaDarmaaKalokatama, p. 147. 
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When and where the story is happened. 
b. Complication: which is where the reader discovers the hassle and something 
show up that the characters do no longer assume. 
c. Resolution: whichais where the conflict is resolved.aIn this part the implication 
can bearesolved forabetteraoraworse. 
d. Coda: the concluding passage of the story or comment about the future lives of 
characters. 
Fictionalanarrativesaareastoriesathataareamadeaupaandaare written in the third 
person (he, she, or it). This is when the author chooses to step outside of an event 
and describe it from a distance by using another point of view. The third person is 
also commonly used when an author creates a fictional story.48 Commonaformsaof 
narrativeatextawhichaareastudiedainahighaschoolaare: 
1. Legend 
A legendaisaaanarrative.ofahuman actions that are perceived both by teller.and 
listeners.toatake.place.within human history. Typically, a legendais aashort, 
traditionalaand historicizedanarrative carried out in a conversationalamode. Some 
definealegendaas folktale. The example of legend in narrative text are: 





Aafabelaisaaashortaallegoricalanarrativeamaking a moral point, traditionally 
 
48LaurenaSpencer,a(2005),aA Step-by-Step Guide to NarrativeaWriting, NewaYork: 
The Rosen Publishing, p. 7. 
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by means of animalacharacters who speak and act like human beings. The example 
of fable in narrative text are: 
- MousedeeraandaCrocodile 
- The Smartest Parrot 




FairyltalelislanaEnglish language termlfor a type oflshort narrative 
corresponding tolthe Frenchlphrase “conte de fée”. A fairy taleltypically features 
such folkloriclcharacterslas fairies, goblins, elves, trolls, dwarves, giants or 








Itais aatraditional or legendaryastory, usually concerning someabeing or hero 
or event, with or withoutaa determinable basisaof fact or aanatural explanation, 
especiallyaone that is concernedawith deities or demigodsaand explainsasome 







Sciencelfictionlislfictionabasedlupon some imagined developmentaof science, 
or upon theaextrapolation of aatendency in society. Science fiction isathat classaof 






B.  Previous Studies 
There were some researches related to this research. Many researchers had 
done research about students reading. Manyaresearchersahave reported toaexpose 
theaidentificationaoflstudents’lachievement.in.learninglEnglishlto makelthe.teaching 
and learning process moreleffective someloflthe researchers’ findingslarelconcisely 
below. 
Yuniarti, (2013) in the study concluded thatlthe.K-W-L.strategy.is.effective.in 
increasing the ability oflstudent in finding specific information. In addition, the K-
W-L strategy, as an effective strategylinlteachinglreading that canlimprove students' 
reading comprehension, has been proven by several researchers prove that the K-W-
L strategy is effective for improving students' reading comprehension. Which shows 
that (1) the K-W-Lastrategyacanahelp teachers to understand students' understanding 
of the text by focusing on the steps before, during, and after reading; (2) The K-W-L 
strategylcan.help.students.preview.the.text, assess what they have learned after 
reading, and reduce their interest in reading; (3) Types of activities provided such as 
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pre-teaching vocabularies, using skimming and scanning,ausing improvement 
strategies, and guessing meanings can help students read texts efficiently.49 
A.A.A Putri Dian Purnami Karang, (2014) in her research concluded that 
teaching reading comprehension through K-W-L strategies was ableatoaimprove 
readinglcomprehensionlfromllower scores tolhighest scores, then the results showed 
changes in student behavior from teachers centered on the active process of students. 
Students indicate more actively learning to read becauselthelsteps in the K-W-L 
strategy guide thematoaaccessawhatatheyaknow, decide what they want to learn, 




Reading.is an activity to get the information from the text. When a person is 
reading a text, she or he tries to comprehend the content of the text. He or she will 
have a good reading comprehension if he/she can comprehend what the author 
delivered from the text. Andathen, theamainapurpose of readinganarrativeatext is 
findinglthelmeaningaof the text, and understandawhatatheawriterameans in his/her 
writing. 
Know-Want-Learned strategy isaanainstructional strategy that is used to guide 
studentsatoacomprehendaaatext. Afteratheateacher explained the selected topic / 
narrative text generally, the students are asked to fill the first column that is K 
 
49Eko Yuniarti, (2013), ImprovinglthelStudents’ ReadinglComprehensionlThrough 
Know-Want-Learn Techniquelat thelEleventhlGrade of SMA Negeri 1 Sandenlin the 
AcademiclYear of 2012/2013. Publish Thesis. State University of Yogyakarta. 
50A.A.A Putri Dian Purnami Karang, (2014), ImprovingaReadingaComprehension 
throughaKWLaStrategyaatathe Eight Grade Students of SMPN 1 Amlapura in Academic 
Year 2013/2014. PublishaThesis. UniversityaDenpasar. 
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column. Then the teacher leads the class about what the students have known about 
the topic. The topic chosen must be better if the topic is already familiar to the 
students. Then teacheraasksastudentsato write down whatathey have known in the K 
column to activate their prior knowledge. After finishing the brainstorming, the 
teacher leads the students to writeadownawhatatheyawant to know about the topic of 
narrative text in second column or W column. Then the students read the text with 
the curiosityaandainterest to find the answer of what they think they will get after 
readingatheatext. Afterareadingatheatext, the students write down about what they 
have found in the text and to see whether they get the answer of their question in W 
column or not. The studentsawrite down theainformationathey got in the third 
column or L column. 
 
D. Hypothesis  
The hypothesis ofathearesultastudyaisaformulatedaasafollows: 
Ho : Theaimplementationaof K-W-L strategy cannot improveatheastudents’ reading 
comprehension in narrative text at MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan. 
Ha : Theaimplementationaof K-W-L strategy can improvesatheastudents’ reading 






Thisachapterapresentsatheadiscussionaofathearesearch methodology. Thislis 
presentedainasixaheadings. They are the research setting, data and data source, 
research design, technique of collecting the data, technique of data analysis, and 
techniqueaofaestablishingatheatrustworthiness. 
A. Research Setting 
Thisaresearch was conductedaatlthe school of Madrasah Tsanawiyah Swasta 
INSAN CITA Medan that located in Jalan Alfalah No.6 Glugur Darat II, Kec. 
Medan Timur, Kota Medan. Theareasonaof the researcher chose this school was 
described as follows: (1) In this school, the researcher found the problem that was 
be able to being researched. (2) The research design and the strategy never done 
in this school before. Theaimplementationaofathearesearch was in the first 
semester academic year of 2020/2021. 
 
B. DatalandlDatalSource 
Data.source.in.this.study was taken from the ninth grade.students.of MTs 
Swasta Insan Cita Medan. There were two kinds.of.data, namely.qualitative.and 
quantitative.data. Qualitative.data was used.to.describe the data that are not able 
to.be.measured in an objective way, and therefore it was subjective. The 
qualitative data was analyzed from.the.interview.sheet, and observation.sheet.to 
describe the improvement of the students’ reading comprehension. Furthermore, 
the quantitative.data was collected by administering the tests, pre-test and post-
test. The data was about.the.achievement.of.reading comprehension in narrative 
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text.by.using.multiple.choice.tests. The processes.of.the.gathering.of.data were as 
follows: firstly, the.researcher gave pre-test to.the.subjects of the research on 
reading.narrative text. From.the result.of the pre-test, the researcher could prepare 
the.strategy and also.determine.the post-test. Before.the.researcher conducted.the 
post-test, the teaching.of the using strategy.must.be completed.  
 
C. ResearchlMethod 
Thisastudyawas categorized into classroomaactionaresearch. Classroom 
actionaresearch was theaactionaresearch which was implemented.in.the.classroom 
when.learning process happened. The aim of.this.study.was.to.show.the.process of 
improvement.of.the.students’ reading comprehension.51 Burns.asserts.that.action 
research.is.aapart.ofabroadamovementathat has beenagoing onainaeducation 
generally for some time.52 According toaSinghaaction research is a processafor 
studying problem by parts-owners scientifically to take decision for improving 
theiracurrentapractice.53 So it can be concluded that classroom action research is a 
research that occurs in the classroom in the form of certain actions undertaken to 
improve learning outcomes better than before. 
The steps were doneabyathe researcher was identifyingatheaproblem occurs 
in the Englishateachingaandalearning, planning andacarrying out the actions, 
observingaandareflecting on the actions implementedainathe study.54 In this 
 
51Masganti, (2011), Metodologi PenelitianlPendidikanlIslam, Medan: IAIN Press, 
hal. 229. 
52Anne Burns, (2010),.Doing Action Research in EnglishlLanguage Teaching: a 
guide forlpractitioners, London & New York: Routledge, p. 2. 
53Yogesh K, Singh, (2006), FundamentalloflResearchlMethodologylandlStatistics, 
New Delhi: APH, p. 263. 
54Catherine Snow and Chair, (2002),lReadinglforlUnderstanding (Towards an 




scheme, the researcher found.a.problem, plan a possible.solution, implement and 




Figure 3.1 The.steps.of.action.research (Kemmis & Mc. Taggart 2007) 
 
Based.on.the.Kemmis.and.Mc.Taggart cycle diagram action.research.design 
above, researcher would like to describe further concerning the implementation of 
Classroom Action Research (CAR) in the cycle one and cycle two. Classroom 
action research typically involves the use of qualitative interpretive modes and 
data collection with a view how to improve their own practices.55 It is generally 
thought to involve self-reflective cycles of the following: 
• Planning  
 
55Stephen Kemmis and Robin McTaggart, (2007), Participatory Action Research, 




• Reflectingson thesesprocesses andsconsequences 
• Re-planning 
• Actingsandsobservingsagain 
• Reflectingsagain, andsso on….56 
Based.on.the.researchadesignaabove, there are fourasteps in eachacycle: 
planning, acting, observing,aand reflecting. After,athe researcher, the teacher,aand 
the studentsaaccomplish cycle 1,aand thenathere might beafound a new problem. 
Theyahave toacontinue the next cycle with the same phaseaof the first cycle. Here 
are theadescriptions in every phase: 
1. Cycle I 
In the cycle I, the researcher observed the situation of teaching and learning 
process in the sample class, did anainterviewawith the students in order to know 
their opinion aboutalearningaEnglish especiallyainareading activity, andaidentify 
the students’ problems in reading. 
a. Planning  
In thisaphase, after researcher and theateacheraobserveatheaclassaandathe 
researcherainterviewsatheateacher. Then, researcher identifiedaand diagnosed the 
students’ reading problem occurred in the class. At the time, researcher analyzed 
theadataathatahaveabeenaidentifiedathroughaobservation, interview and makes 
conclusion. Afterward, researcher and the teacher arranged the plan to conduct the 
classroom in turn. Next, researcher made lesson plan based on the research used 
syllabusaatathataschoolaandadesignsatheaprojectaoraactivityathatashe had been 
 
56Ibid., p. 276. 
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plannedaforastudentsabyapreparingalesson planaandaplaying lesson in the ninth 
grade at MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan. Researcher also prepared reading texts 
andatheatestsafor eachameeting. The lesson plan also described teaching 
procedures, media, and resources in every cycle.  
b. Action   
Theasecondaphase was action that means the processaofadoing or this phase 
isatheaimplementationaofaplanning. Those activities were done as follows: 
1. Thearesearcher opened the lesson. 
2. Thearesearcheragaveatheapre-testatoatheastudents individually that consistlof 
20 multiple choices questions. 
3. Thearesearcher gave theastudents one topicaof narrative text and the K-W-L 
chart. 
4. Thearesearcheraaskedatheastudents to fill the K and W column. 
5. After finishing the KaandaW column, the researcher asked the students to 
readatheawholeatextaandatryatoafindanewainformationarelatedatoawhat they 
have in W column, the information should be put in the L column. 
6. Afteracompletingathe K-W-Lachart, the researcher lead the studentsatoahave 
a discussionaandashare their chart each other. 
c. Observing Phase  
Observing was done while the learning process was running. This phase was 
aimed to recordaeverythingahappensaduringateaching-learningaprocess included 
the effect ofatheaactions. When the action phase, the researcher also observed the 
processaofaclassroomaactionaresearchaof learningareadingaskill (narrative text) 
by using K-W-L (Know-Want-Learned)astrategy. Whenaobserving, the researcher 
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noticesaand notes all of the learning activities. It was regardedaon the students’ 
response, and theateacheraperformance.  
d. ReflectingaPhase  
Inathisaphase was carried outaafter theateacher;and researcher have.finished 
the.action, then they realized and found about.the.problem.appeared.when.the.plan 
has.been.implemented. In this.case, if there.still.might.have.found.problems.and 
the.criteria.that.decided has.not.reached yet. Consequently, the.teacher.and 
researcher had to prepared and.arranged.for.the.next.cycle. 
2. CycleaII 
a. Planning  
After the first cycle was conducted, so the secondacycleawasaconducted 
next by identifying the weaknesses of the students in the first cycle. Thelthinglthat 
neededato be planned is the lesson plan that has relation to the first cycle. 
b. Action 
In this phase, the.researcher.did the action that.looked onatheareflectionathat 
hadaevaluatedaandarevised. 
c. Observing 
As in cycle I, observation was done to see the changes from the students. 
And in this cycle II was done to see the students’ comprehending to the topic that 
given by using the K-W-L strategy. 
d. Reflecting 
Reflection was done atatheaendaofacycleaII. This phase was done to see the 
development of the action and make conclusion about the strength and weakness 




In order to collect the intended data, this study was used the following 
instruments: 
1. Test 
Thereawereatwoakindsaof test to measure theastudents’ reading 
comprehensionanamely pre-testaand post-test. Pre-test or initialareflectionawas 
intendedatoaassess the pre-existing readingacomprehensionaofathe subjectslwhich 
wasadistributed in theafirstameetingabeforeathearesearcher conduct the research 
by applying K-W-L strategy in the classroom. The post-test was conducted at 
theaend. The aim of conducting theapostatestawasatoaevaluateatheaeffectiveness 
of K-W-L strategy in teaching reading comprehension. Pre-test and post-test were 
in the form of multiple choices item which is consisted of 20 questions of pre-test 
and 20 questions ofapost-test. Theaexpectedaanswer are A, B, C, and D. The 
correct answer has 5 points each number and the incorrectaanswerageta0apoint. 
The purpose of pre-test conducted is to find out initial condition of subject in 
reading comprehension. Meanwhileatheapost-test reflects theaeffectivenessaof K-
W-L strategyawhenaitawasaapplied at the ninth gradeastudentsaof MTs Swasta 
Insan Cita Medan. 
2. Observation Sheets 
Observation.was.diagnoses.about.the.problems.found.in.the.field,aanda.then 
designsathe.planato..do..an..action in orderato clear.up..theaproblems. Whileathe 
researchera.held the action, the collaborator.helpedaheraobserve theateaching 
learning processato collect the data byafilling in the observationawhichaconsists 
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of indicatorsaof readingacomprehensionaof narrative texts used Know, Want to 
Know, Learned. 
The observation sheets were used to decide the aspects to be observed in the 
reading class when the action plan is being conducted. The observation sheet was 
in the form of tables. It contained some components with some indicators of each 
aspect. The information about the aspects observed during the action then was 
recorded every time through some descriptions in the form of field notes. 
3. Interview  
The interview was once finished to recognize the effectiveness of the 
actions. The researcher interviewed the students and the English teacher about the 
activities in instructing and getting to know process. In this case, the researcher 
held an interview with the English teacher and the ninth grade students about the 
use of Know-Want-Learned strategy in studying class. The researcher requested 
the teacher some questions related to the class activities, class condition, students’ 
conduct and the students’ proficiency stage in reading. The researcher also 
interviewed some students with the aid of asking them questions about category 
activities. For example, the researcher asked the students about their difficulties in 
understanding the text. The information of the interview was once recorded and 
make into the transcript. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
In this research, there were two kinds of data which will be collected by 
researcher as follow:  
1. Qualitativeadata wasadata about theainformation which give a description of 
the students’aexpression aboutacomprehension levelatoward the subject 
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(cognitive), students’aresponds towardathe new method (affective), and the 
students’ activity towardalearning a subject, their attention, theiraenthusiast in 
learning, their response: their motivation of learning canabeaanalyzed 
qualitatively.  
There wereavariousatechniques of dataaanalysis, such as qualitativeadata 
analysisatechniques withainteractive model. Interactiveaanalysis consists of three 
components, namely: data reduction, exposure data, and drawingaconclusions. 
Theasteps thataneed to be doneain the analysis of such data is as follows: 
• Selecting data (data reduction) in this statistics resolution step, pick the facts 
applicable to the cause of gaining knowledge of improvement. Irrelevant 
records can be discarded, and if deemed necessary, the instructor contributors 
can add new statistics to recall activities or phenomena that manifest for the 
duration of the implementation of the action plan. 
• Describeatheadataafindingsa(presented data), in this activity, the teacher 
participants create a descriptionaof the measuresaundertaken in theaactivity. 
• Analysisaandainterpretationaofadataacan also beadone by looking for patterns 
or theaessence of the resultsaofaself-reflection that teachers then,acombined 
withadataaobtained from some observers that helps.  
2. Quantitativeadata involves of the students’ rating of mastering outcome. This 
research ought to be viewed success when the college students had understood 
narrative text. The growing of their achievement canabeashown with growing 
rating which was once gotten with the aid of students from pre-test score to 
post-test score. The researcher used 4 strategies in inspecting the numerical 
facts as follows: 
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X̅  : Theameansaofatheastudent  
∑X  : Theatotalascore  
N  : Theanumber of the students  
b. The researcher sought the students’ percentage who passed the CMA score 





 P = theastudents’ percentage 
 F = theanumberaofastudents who passed the CMA 
 N = the total numberaof students 
c. To knowawhetheraanyaimprovement or not in the students’ascore, the 
researcher analyzed theirascore from pre-test up to post-test scoreainacycle 




 x 100 
P = Percentage of the students’ improvement 
y = pre-test result 
 
57Sudjana, Metode Statistika, (2002), Bandung: PT. Tarsito, p. 67. 
58Anas, Sudijono, PengantaraStatistikaPendidikan, (2008), Jakarta: PT. Raja 
GrafindoPersada, p. 43. 
59David E, Meltzer, (2002), TheaRelationshipaBetween MathematicsaPreparation 
and Conceptual Learning Gains in Physics: A Possible HiddenaVariable in Diagnostic 
Pre-test Score, (Iowa: Department of Physics and Astronomy), p. 3. 
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 x 100 
P = Percentage of the students’ improvement 
y = pre-test result 
y2 = post-test II 
d. Then,a.toa.knowa.thea.differenta.ofa.thea.testasuccessa.afterausing.K-W-L 







𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)
 
Where:   
?̅? = Mean of difference of pre-test and post-test  
D = Difference  
N = Subject.of.Students  
In.this.research.the.researcher.analyzed.the.qualitative.data.based.on.Miles 
and.Hubermas.theory.there.are..three..maina..components: data.areduction, 
dataadisplay, andadrawing andaverifying conclusion. 
 
F. Technique.of.Establishing.the.Trustworthiness 
It is vital to set up that the findings of the study are validity. There are a 
number ways to establish a sense of trustworthiness and validity. The 
trustworthiness of qualitative lookup normally is often wondered via positivists, 
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possibly due to the fact their ideas of validity and reliability cannot be addressed 
in the equal way in naturalistic work. 60 
In this study, the researcher decided four criterions to use as the strategies of 
trustworthiness inquiry. They are credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
conformability. In this research the researcher selected the credibility 
trustworthiness. Credibility contributes to a belief in the trustworthiness of 
information via the following attributes: (a) extended engagement; (b) chronic 
observations; (c) triangulation; (d) referential adequacy; (e) peer debriefing; and 
(f) member checks. Triangulation and member exams are essential and typically 
used methods to tackle credibility. Triangulation is finished by means of asking 
the equal lookup questions of distinctive study members and with the aid of 
collecting records from unique sources and by using distinctive strategies to reply 
these lookup questions. Member tests show up when the researcher requested 
participants to evaluate each the data gathered through the interviewer and the 
researchers' interpretation of that interview data.61 Participants are commonly 
appreciative of the member check process, and knowing that they will have a 
threat to verify their statements tends to motive learn about participants to 
willingly fill in any gaps from formerly interviews. Trust is a necessary element of 
the member check process. 
 
60Shenton, K. Andrew, (2004), StrategiesaforaEnsuringaTrustworthinessain 
QualitativelResearch Projects, Education for Information: Northumbria University, p. 63. 






Inathisachapter, the researcherapresentsathearesult of the research. It 
involvesatheaway to improve the students’ reading comprehension of narrative text 
using K-W-L (Know-Want-Learned) strategy, at the ninth grade of MTsS Insan Cita 
Medanaacademicayear 2020/2021. The research findings were described in two 
parts; dataadescription, and discussion. 
A. Data Description 
A.1 Before.Implementing.the.K-W-L.Strategy 
 Before applying the K-W-L strategy, the researchera.hadadone a preliminary 
research toaknowathe specific condition of the class that was going to 
bearesearched. The study involved the interview,aobservation, and the pre-test. 
A.1.1 The Result of the Interview Before Implementing the K-W-L Strategy 
 The first interview wasaheldaon August, 12th2020 started at 09.00 AM and 
finished at 09.30 AM. The typeaofainterview wasaunstructured interview. The 
researcheraaskedatheateacherasome questions about the English class situation, the 
students’ performance and achievement, the problem that were faced by the MTsS 
Insan Cita students in reading comprehension. The researcher also asked about the 
kinds of strategyawhichawasaappliedabyatheateacheratoasolveathe students’ 
problem in reading comprehension before the research was conducted. 
 The teacher pointed the conditionain the class at the elementary school 
(MTsS Insan Cita Medan) there were six classes. Grade seven, grade eight, and 
grade nine. Each of them had two classes. The students that would study about 
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narrative text were in the ninth grade. In that school there were two classes of the 
ninth grade. So, the researcher did an interview by asking the teacher which class 
had lower achievement in reading. The teacher said IX-1 class had lower 
achievement. So the researcher decided to conduct a research in IX-1 class. In that 
class, most of the students felt difficult in studying English especially in reading a 
text because the written text must be different with the way of pronunciation. 
 The next question was aboutatheaproblemafacedaby the students including 
their difficulties in comprehending an English text in getting the point of the text, 
because there were many unfamiliar words to them as theyasaid.theyadidanot know 
the meaningaofatheawords some times. While translating text into Indonesian they 
rarely bring the dictionary and some did not have one. Some of them cannot 
searched the meaning properly. Moreover, when they knew the meaning of the 
words, they felt difficult to complete the whole meaning of the sentences. As the 
result, they did not get the content of the text and answered the questions related to 
the text incorrectly. The teacher indicated based on the school policy, the students 
have to reach the criteria minimum of achievement (CMA) in English subject. That 
is why the students have to study well. 
 The last question thatawasagivenabyathe researcher was about the kind of 
strategy that was applied byatheateacher in teaching reading. The.teacher.said.that 
he applied the read aloud technique to make the students focus on the text. Then he 
added, whenlthelteacher chose one student and letlher/him readlaloud and other 
students pay attention to the text and follow in the hearts. Sometimes the teacher 
read the text first, in orderatoamakeatheastudents listened the correct pronunciation 
of the words. In addition theateacher also gave the meaningaofathe text to make the 
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studentsaunderstand the content ofatheatext and make time more effective. 
 Basedaonathearesult of the interview, the researcher was allowed to teach 
narrative text by using a strategyanamely K-W-La(Know-Want-Learned)astrategy at 
the ninth grade especially in class IX-1. By implementing this strategy hopefully the 
students’ achievement inareadingacomprehension will be improved. 
 
A.1.2 The Result of Pre-Observation beforeaImplementingathe K-W-L 
Strategy 
 Before implementing theaK-W-Lastrategy, the researcheraobservedaatathe 
classroom when teaching.learning.process.was.held. The pre-observation was held 
before the pandemic COVID-19 attack Indonesia. It was held on Wednesday, 
February 19th2020 at ninth grade students of MTsS Insan Cita Medan. The class 
consists of 44 students. The English subject started at 09.15 AM - 11.00 AM. While 
the researcher came into the class, the teacher was teaching reading, the 
teacherlwaslexplaining the English text and the structurelofltheltext. The students 
might seem confused because they had not known the meaning. Most of the students 
still enthusiastic, they waited to the teacher and hoped that the teacher would tell 
them the meaning. They were curious about the text. After reading the text, the 
teacher explained what the text talked about. They seemed happy to know the 
content of the text. 
 The researcher observed the classroom situation whichatheainteraction 
between.the.teacher.and.the students rarely happened. It tend to create the students 
became passive. The students only look at the text then read it. After that the teacher 
asked to translate the text into Indonesian language, after that the teacher gave the 
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correct translation in.order.to make the students able.to.answer the related questions. 
In this situation the students assumed reading was an uninteresting activity. If that 
was happened, the students would hardly got the point of the text and found 
difficulties in analyzing English text. Then the researcher did an observation again 
in August, 20th 2020. Because of the pandemic COVID-19 the students’ are 
obligated to study at home through online via whatsapp group. The way to observed 
was the researcher saw the reaction of the students, the students’ reactions mostly 
obey the teacher’s reaction, but when the teacher gave the task, they collected quite 
long and most of them not enthusiast to send the answer of the task. It can be 
concluded that, the thing that the students need was the right strategy to make them 
enthusiast and not felt bored. 
 
A.1.3 The.Result.of.Pre-Test 
 The pre-test.was.held.before implementing the K-W-L strategy to students. It 
was.conducted.on Thursday, August 20th 2020. It started at 07.30 A.M through 
online learning via whatsapp group. The school was closed because of the pandemic 
COVID-19 attachment. It might cause the students studied at home that have to 
connected to internet connection. The.allocation.of.time was 30 minutes and it 
consisted of 20 multiple choices questions. The questions were created based on the 
indicators of reading for narrative text topic such as: conclude.the 
content.ofa.thea.text, choosing the main idea, understand the part of the text 
including orientation, complication, re-orientation, and language features. 
 Afteraansweringathe test, the researcher collected the students’ answeraof 
the pre-test, then the teacher calculate the result. Based on the result of the pre-test, 
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the mean score of pre-test was 57,8. There were 36 students who got the score under 
CMA (criteria minimum of achievement). Only 8 students of 44 students who 
passed the CMA. Thealowestascore was 25 (twenty-five). From the result, it can be 
seen that almost of the ninth grade (IX-1) students’areading comprehension was still 
low. 
 
A.2 Finding.of.Cycle I 
 a. Planning 
At this stage, the researcher prepared all the things that needed in conducting 
the research such as the observation.sheet, interview questions, pre-test and post test 
questions, learning media, lesson plan and narrative text also well prepared. In this 
stage, the researcher also planatheaactionsatoasolveathe problems. The 
actionsawereafocuseda.ona.improvinga.thea.students’ reading comprehension 
through K-W-L strategy. The conditions expected after the implementation of the 
actions were: (1) The students would be interested and enthusiast to read the text. (2) 
The students could find general and specific information from the text. (3) The 
studentsacouldaimproveatheiraabilitiesatoareadlefficiently.byausinga.comprehensio
na.strategy such as skimming, scanning, guessingameaning,aandausing fix-up 
strategy. 
The first cycle was held in three times meeting. First meeting was conduct the 
pre-test, second was to did the implementation of K-W-L strategy. The last, did the 





Theaactionaof cycle I wasadone onaThursday, August 20th2020. The total of 
students in ninth grade (IX-1) was 44 studentsainathataclass, which consistaof 28 
female and 16 male students. 
The were some activities which were done by the researcher in this stage. 
There were introduction,acoreaactivity,aandaclosing. Inaintroductionathereawere 
someaactivitiesahadadoneabyathearesearcher,asuchaas: (1) The teacher opened the 
lesson by greeting and told the topic and objectives of study. (2) The teacher gave 
motivation in order to encourage the students. 
In core activity, theateacher did some activities theyawere:a(1) The teacher 
explainedaaboutanarrativeatext and example of it. (2) The teacher explained the use 
of K-W-L chart. (3) Theateacheraaskedatheastudentsato fill the K-W-L chart 
according to what she has explained. (4) Theateacheraandatheastudentsadiscuss the 
chart that had been filled by the students. In closing activities the teacher did some 
activities, those are: (1) The teacher found a way to appreciate the efforts of the 
students. (2) The teacher concluded the material. 
c. Observation  
Observationawas identified the problem foundainatheafield, and then designed 
the plan to do an action in order to solve theaproblems. While the researcher held the 
action, she observed what the students had done in teaching learningaprocess. It can 




After the action was held, the researcher and the teacher discussedaaboutlthe 
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conclusionaofatheaaction that was done. Basedaonatheaobservation that was held 
duringatheateachingalearningaprocess happened, itashowed that theastudents’ 
reaction still confused although not all of them, but the actionaofacycleaI was not 
too satisfied. Theastudents still not too responsive, and not too enthusiast. 
In addition,abased on thearesultaof theapost-test I, thereawere 20 students 
whoapassed theaCMA. Althoughathere wasaan improvementain cycle I, but this 
situation had notareached theacriteria of succeed yet. It means that to get at least 
75% students reached the CMA, the researcher and the teacher hadato developathe 
action. 
Based on the observation sheet, the students felt happy and easy by using 
theaK-W-L strategy, itacanabe seenafrom their reaction and response. The result of 
the students’ mean score in cycle I. They were 57,8 in the pre-test and 70,4 in 
theapost-testaI. Itaalsoacanabeaseenafromathe percentageaof the competent students, 
there were 18,2% in pre-testaofacycleaI, and 45,4% in the post-test of cycle I. The 
improvementaof pre-testato the post-test I was 27,2% (45,4% - 18,2%). 
 
A.3 Finding.of.Cycle.II 
 a. Planning 
Before.conducting the action in cycle.II, thearesearcher andathe teacheraheld a 
discussionato reviseathe plans foracycle II. They focused to solve theaproblems 
foundain cycle Iaespecially related to languageaused by the students, the use of 
comprehensionastrategy, and alsoathe way to create an active learning so the 
students would be active too. All of the aspects including learning media, lesson, 
and narrative text were improved. In addition,ato knowathe improvementaof the 
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students’areading comprehension,athe researcheraprepared the instrumentaof post-
test IIato collectadata. 
 b. Actinga 
Theaactionaof the cycle II wasadone on Thursday, September 10th 2020. In 
this action, the use of Indonesian language minimized, the use of English was 
improved. In this action, the use of guessing meaningaandause fix-up strategy also 
optimized. Thisaaction helped theastudents whenathey found difficultawords in the 
text. If theyafoundadifficultawords in the text, they could see the previous word and 
the word after the difficult word. So they can guess the meaning. Thus 
theastudentsawould notadependaon theauseaofadictionary. 
 c. Observationa 
In the first cycle, the students’ reactions still shy, not active and still 
confused.aIn the cycle II, theastudents’ more enthusiastic to share their ideas, here 
theyabegan to makeapredictionaabout theatext and completed the K-W-L chart 
better than before. The students feltacurious aboutathe text, challenged them to 
showatheir previousaknowledge aboutathe text and they felt satisfiedaafter finding 
theaanswer in theatext.aThe students followed the teacher’s instruction properly and 
they became more focus, and concentration. Therefore they respond the teacher 
quickly. 
 d. Reflecting 
Basedaonathe resultaofaactingaandaobserving the teachingalearning process 
inacycle II, in this reflecting phase, the researcheraand theateacherawere satisfied 
because of the result of the students’aachievement in readingacomprehension of 
narrativeatext had been reached the criteria even more. Thereawere many 
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improvements after applying the second action of this strategy. The resultaof the 
students’aparticipation in learningareading narrative text was betterathan cycle I. 
Itacanabeaseen from the students’ react to the teacher’s instruction while explaining 
the use of K-W-L strategy with the narrative text topic was changed became better 
and they answered questions actively. 
Thereawasaprogressaofatheirascore from post-test I to post-testaII which had 
beenashowed moreathan 75% of the students who passed the CMA. It means 
thatathe researcher and the teacher decided to stop the implementation of K-W-L 
strategy becauseait was succeeded.aThearesearcher andathe teacher did notaneed 
toarearrangeaforanextaplanning. 
Basedaonathe result of evaluationabetween the researcher and the teacher, it 
shouldabeaconcluded thataimplementing of K-W-L strategy could improve the 
students’areadingacomprehension in narrativeatext. 
 
A.4 Findings Data after Implementing.the.K-W-L.Strategy 
After implemented theaK-W-Lastrategy, the researcher gainedafouradata; they 
wereathearesult of post-interview, post-observation, and post-test. Inathis case, the 
researcher gaveareportaconcerning theadata analysis accordingatoapost interview, 
observation,aand the resultaof the post-test. Further description was described as 
follows: 
 A.4.1 Thea.Resulta.of Interview after Implementinga.thea.K-W-L 
Strategy. 
The researcher conducted the interview after implementing K-W-Lastrategy 
on Thursday, September 24th 2020. The interview was started at 08.00 AM to 09.00 
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AM. The researcher discussed withathe teacheraabout the strategy thatahad 
beenaaccomplished. This interview was aimed to know the teacher’s response 
concerning K-W-L strategy. Thea.questions which proposed.toathea.teacher 
involved the general condition in English class via whatsapp group learning. The 
difficulties of K-W-L strategy and benefits of that strategyahadabeenaused to solve 
the problem. 
In theainterview, the Englishateacher started that K-W-L strategyais oneaof 
good strategies to be applied. But theateacher had to lookacondition andamaterial 
ofalesson to use in teachingathe students. Theaimprovement of the students’ 
understanding on narrative text could be proven byatheaimprovement of the 
students’ascore. The resultaof pre-test,apost-test Iaand post-testaII showed 
significantaimprovement. Basedaon theaexplanationaabove, thearesearcher 
concludedathat the implementation of Know-Want-Learned hadabeenadone 
successfully. 
 
 A.4.2 The.Result.of.Post-Observation 
The researcher had.taken.the.observation.result.afteratheaimplementationaof 
K-W-L strategy. The resultaof postaobservation was aimed to know the benefits of 
K-W-L strategy on students’ reading comprehension. From the result of post 
observation, the researcher and the teacher had known whether the K-W-L strategy 
in narrative text wasasuccessful oranot. In thisacase, the researcher andathe teacher 
collaborativelyadiscussedahow farathisamethod could improve theastudents’ 
comprehension in reading narrative text. Fromathe observation data of the 
implementation of K-W-L strategy showedathatathe students could improve their 
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readingacomprehension on narrativeatext. 
 
 A.4.3 The.Result.of.Post-Test 
Beforeatheastudents completed theatext, the researcher already madeathe 
multipleachoiceaitems. Theaitems could beaseen in the appendixes. Furthermore, 
thearesearcher input the data resultaincluding pre-test, post-test I, andapost-testaII 
that can beaseen in the appendix 8 (theastudents’ reading score of pre-test,apost-test 
I, andapost-testaII). 
In order to knowathe students’aimprovement scoreafrom pre-testato post-
testain each cycle, the researcher usedasomeasteps. The steps were calculatingathe 
students’amean scoreaof the tests, calculatingathe percentageaof class population, 
andacalculating the students’aimprovementafrom the pre-test to post-testaI and II 
intoapercentages. 
The first step, the researcher analyzed the pre-test data by searching the mean 










X̅ = 57,8 
Fromatheacalculation above,ait showed that theamean scoreaof the students’ 
pre-test was 57,8. In otherawords, the students’aachievement scoreaof narrative text 
comprehension before the implementation of K-W-L strategy was 57,8. 
The next step was to knowathe percentageaof the students’ score who passed 
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P =   18,2 % 
Based on the calculation result, the students’ascore percentage in the pre-test 
was 18,2 %. It showed that the students whoapassed the CMA were 8astudents and 
the rest of 36 studentsawere below the CMA. 
Furthermore,ain the cycle I afteragetting the students’ascore inapost-test I, the 
researcher analyzedatheadata in orderato compare the resultabetween pre-test and 
post-test I. There were twoasteps toaknow the comparison result of pre-test and 
post-test I. Those were calculating theastudents’ improvement.into percentage and 
calculatingathe classapercentage. 
Theafirstastepawasacalculatingathe.mean scoreaof post-test I. Itawas 









X̅ = 70,4 
The calculationlabove showed that the students’ meanlscorelof post-test I was 
70,4. It showed thatlthere waslan improvementlfrom meanlscore pre-test. It could be 










 x 100 
P = 21,8% 
From the resultlabove, the percentagelof the students’ score fromlthe pre-test 
to the post-test I was 21,8%. It meanslthat the scorelin cyclelI was improved about 
21,8 % fromlthe pre-test score. 
Afterwards, the researcher wouldllike to knowlthe percentagelof the students 









P = 45,4 % 
It canlbe concludedlthat thelnumber of thelstudents who passed the CMA in 
cycle I was increasinglfrom 21,8 % (in the pre-test) to 45,4 % (inlthe post-testlI). In 
otherlwords, it increased 23,6 % (45,4% - 21,8%). 
InlcycleaII, the researcher usedlthe samelsteps to let thelmean scorelof the 
class,ato get theapercentage ofathe students’aimprovement score, and toaknow the 
percentageaof the students who had achieved the CMA. 














From the calculation above, the meanascore ofapost-testaII wasa80,5. It means 
thatathere were someastudents’ improvement scoreafrom the meanascore of post-
test I 70,4. 









 x 100 
P = 39,2 % 
Based on that calculation, itacouldabe said that post-test II improves 39,2 % 
fromatheapre-test, and improves 17,4 % from the post-test I. (39,2 % - 21,8 %). 
The researcher wanted to knowathe percentageaof the studentsawho had 









P = 88,6 % 
Basedaon theaabove calculation, the students’ percentageawho had passed the 
CMA were 88,6 %. Itameans thatain cycle II there were 39 students who passed the 
CMA and 5 studentsawere belowathe CMA. 
In thisaresearch, the researcher alsoaused t-test to test theahypothesis inathis 
research. The t-test result was 10,30. And the ttable was 2,018 which was derived 
from df = N-2 = 44-2 = 42, with the level of confidence (𝛼) was 0,05. In the 
coefficientaof tobserved (10,30) > ttable (2,018). Thus, if tobserved was bigger than ttable the 
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zero hypothesis (H0) was rejected an alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted. 
Basedaon the finding,aalternative hypothesis (Ha)zsaying that K-W-L strategy can 
improve the students’areading comprehensionain narrativeatext. 
B. Discussion  
Thislresearch waslaimed toldescribe howlthe teachingland learninglprocess by 
using K-W-Lastrategy and did theaK-W-Lastrategy can improve the students’ 
achievementain readingacomprehension. K-W-Lastrategy isaoneaof many teaching 
strategieslthat can beaused byateacher inateachingaEnglish especially in reading. 
The strategy used in thisaresearch wasaimplemented to the ninth grade 
studentsaof MTsSaInsan Cita by determined the IX-1 classaasathe objectaof the 
researchabecause they had lower readingacomprehension basedaon theainterview 
result.a 
Thisaresearch had proven thataK-W-L strategy in its implementation could 
improveathe students’areading acomprehension, thus theastudents’ achievement in 
readingacomprehension improves too. It could beaseen from theatable ofathe 
students’ascore improvementafrom the pre-testauntil theapost-testaII. The 
improvementawas occurred in each cycle. The use of K-W-Lastrategy could help to 
stimulate students’ thinking in learningareading especially in narrativeatext.  
K-W-Lastrategy stands for Know-Want-Learned Strategy. In its use, this 
strategy helps the students to think actively. It needs the studentsato activateatheir 
prioraknowledge depends on what topic will be learned. The form of this strategy is 
a creation of making a chart that consist of three columns which consists of K, W, 
and L. K column mean is what do I know, so K column is used to write the things 
that already known by students. W column is what do I want to know. So in W 
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columnathe studentsawrite the things thatathey wantato knowaabout the particular 
topic.aThe last is L column is used for students to write the things that they already 
learned from the topic. The purpose of this strategy isato facilitateateaching and 
learning activities so it makes the learning objective easy to be achieved. 
In this research, there were two cycles done byathearesearcher. In the cycle I, 
thearesearcher did the pre-test, implementing the K-W-L strategy and the post-test I. 
Because ofathe result of theastudents’ mean scoreain post-testaI was still below the 
CMA, therefore the research conducted the cycle IIain order to make the students 
achieve the score upper the CMA. The test result would used as the quantitative 
data. 
Before the researcher implemented the strategy, she did a pre-observationaand 
interviewawhich was used as the qualitativeadata, the researcher also did the post-
observation and interview to make sure that this strategy proven toaimprove the 
students’ achievement inareadingacomprehension. The researcheraanalyzed the 
qualitativeadata toasupport thearesearch findings beside the quantitative data. In 
addition the researcher usedaobservation sheet to strengthen theadata. Allaofathe 
data showed theastudents gaveatheir goodaresponse while teachingllearninglprocess.  
In cycle I theastudents seemedadid not reallyaunderstand about the teacher’s 
instruction, itacanabe seen by the students’ response. Inathe cycleaII, theastudents 
getting proficient at using the K-W-L strategy and obtain good output. Itacanlbe 
seenlfromlthe result oflthe tests. Inlpre-test thelstudents who passed the CMA was 
18,2 %, in post-test I was 45,4%, and in post-test II was 88,6%. Itlshowed 
significant improvement oflthe students who passed the CMA (75). The mean score 
of thelstudents in pre-testawas 57,8, the students’ meanascore in post-testlI was 
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70,4. The students’ meanascore in post-testaII was 80,5. 
While thelresult of the percentage oflthe students’ascore improvement 
between the mean of pre-test andapost-test I was 21,8% andathe difference of the 
students’ score improvement from pre-test to post-test II was improved 39,2%. It 
showedathelimprovement on theastudents’ meanascore percentage. 
Besides using the quantitativeadata, thearesearcher also used qualitative data 
inaorderlto explain the situation deeply. The qualitativeadata was obtainedafrom the 
interviewaand observation that were analyzedaby using dataareduction, data 
categorization, data display,aand draw conclusion. 
Basedaon theadata analysis it showed theaimprovement ofathe students’ascore 
were betteraand satisfied. Most of the studentsawere enthusiast in learning by using 
this strategy. It made them interested and said this was new to them. Both of the 
resultsaof quantitativeaand qualitativeadata wereaindicated thatathe actionaand the 
implementation of K-W-L strategy was kept improving. 
By using this strategy, it could make a better innovation in theafieldaof 
education especially in teaching reading.aThe students would have more chance to 
express their idea, to agglomerate the sentences based on the title. Moreover, this 
strategy could create a satisfying effect to the students because they would proud of 
themselves because they could finish the chart and solve their problem. 
Basedaon theaexplanation above,ait couldabe statedathat Know-Want-Learned 
strategyacould improveathe students’aachievement in reading comprehension. It was 
proven byathe quantitativeadata they were the pre-test and post-tests result, and 
qualitative dataathey wereaobservation sheet andainterview both from the teacher 






Afteracompleting theawhole stepsaof the research,athe researcherawould like 
to describe the conclusion aboutathe researchafindings. Afterwards,acontinued with 
the suggestions and recommendation for future studies. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the findingsaof thisaresearch, it can be concluded thatathisaresearch 
wasasuccessful. It was provenaby the tests result which showedathe improvements 
of theastudents’ meanascore. Inatheapre-test, the students’ meanascoreawas 57,8. In 
the post-test I, the students’ meanascoreawas 70,4. To achieved the CMA, the result 
must be above or equal to 75 (>75). So the researcheradecided to conduct the cycle 
II. Thearesult of post-testaII was 80,5 forathe students’ meanascore. 
In the pre-test, there were 8 students of 44 students (18,2%) who achieved the 
CMA (criteria minimum of achievement). Inathe post-testaI, thereawere 20 students 
(45,4%) who achieved the CMA. In theapost-testaII the number of the students who 
passedathe CMA increasedato be 39 students (88,6%).  
From the percentages of the students’ improvements, itashowed theastudents 
moreaenthusiastic and gave good response on studyingareadingacomprehension. By 
using K-W-L strategyathey couldaanalyze theamain ideaaand the content of the text 
and also the genericastructure ofanarrativeatext. These data strengthen with the 
interview and observation sheet result. 
 
B. Suggestion 
Basedaon the conclusion, thearesearcher wouldalike to draw some suggestions 
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that offered foraEnglishateacher and other researcher. They were presented 
asafollows: 
1. English Teacher 
ForaEnglishateacher itais suggested to consider and choose the kind of 
strategyathat will be used in teaching English especially in reading. From this 
research itlcanlbe said that the implementation of K-W-L strategy could improve 
the students’ achievement in readinglcomprehension. Therefore, the researcher 
suggested for English teacher would consider to use this strategylas one oflthe 
strategieslthat usedlin teachinglreading. The researcher also gavelsuggestion to 
the English teacher, itlis better toluse a strategy that can enhance students’ 
interest in studying.  
2. Other Researchers 
For other researchers hopefully could conduct a research in depth and 
better. Thislresearch could be usedaas a referenceato othera.researcher in 
expanding their research. 
 
C. Recommendation 
The researcher had learned many important lessons in conducting this 
research, and she believed that this research could contribute in the literature. This 
research might contribute to the information aboutathe description of using K-W-L 
strategy in improving the students’areadingacomprehension. This research might 
also contribute to give information to the next researcher whoawants toaconduct a 
study about the use of K-W-L strategy. However, the researcher was aware that 
there were several limitations of this research. Therefore, several research studies 
could be conducted for further explorations. Further researcher could expand their 
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object and subject of the research that would be conducted. They could choose 
another kind of text instead of narrative text, because there were manyakindsaof text 
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School    : MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan 
Subject    : English 
Grade/Semestera  : IX / 1 
Kind of Text   : Narrative Text 
Theme    : The Story of Lake Toba 
Aspect/Skill   : Reading 
Time Allocation  : 2x45 minutes (1 meetinga) 
 




2. BasicaCompetence :  
Understandingatheaformaof aasimpleashortanarrativeatextmbymusingma 
varietyaof written language accurately, fluently and acceptable to interact 
withatheasurroundingaenvironment. 
 








- Theastudentsaareaableato identify the main idea of narrative text. 
- Theastudentsaareaableato write the information from the narrativeatext. 
- Theastudentsaareaableato summarize the narrative text. 
- Theastudentsaareaableatoaidentifythe moral value of the narrativeatext. 
 






5. Learning Materials 
- Definition of narrativeatext 
A narrativeais a piece.of text which.tells a story, in doing so, entertains 




To.amuse,aentertain and.to deal withaactual or vicariousaexperience in 
differentaways. 
 
- Generic structure 
• Orientation: wherein the narrator tells the target audience about 
who's inside the story, when the story is taking place and wherein 
the motion is happening. 
• Complication: sets off a series of events that affects what is going 
to manifest in the story. 
• Resolution: in which the characters in the end kind out the hassle. 
• Coda (optional): gives a comment or moral based totally on what 
has been found out from the story. 
 
- Language features 
• recognition on precise (generally individualized) individuals 
e.g. ‘Tiger’, ‘Mouse deer’, ‘the king’, etc. 
• Use of past tense 
e.g. he saw mouse deer drinking, “I tasted it once”, etc. 
• Use of temporal conjunctions and temporal instances 
e.g. ‘long time ago’, ‘Once upon a time’, etc. 
• Use of cloth (or action) tactics 
e.g. He caught mouse deer and bit his leg. etc. 
• Use of relational and intellectual processes 






No Teaching Activities Time Allocation 
1 Opening : 
- Greeting.the.students 
- Ask theastudents to write their name. 
(checking attendance list online). 
- Asking the students’ about narrative text. 
Motivation  





In.the.exploration.activity, the.teacher will: 
- Asks theastudentsain lookingafor theawide 
information aboutathe themeaof the.materials 
that willabe studied byaapplying the KWL 
strategy. 
- Facilitatesa.the students’a.interaction among 
thea.studentsa..with theateacher andaother 
learning resources. 
- Asks the students to response actively in 
learningaactivity. 
Elaboration:a 
In theaelaborationaactivity, theateacher will: 
- Explains the narrativea.text, including its 
definition and examples. 
- Explains about KWL strategy and how it 
works. 
- Gives a test which consists of 20 
multiple,choice questions.  
- Asksatheastudentsato answer theatest based 
on their understanding. 
- Providesaanaopportunity foratheastudents to 
think and solve the problems. 
Confirmation:a 
Inatheaconfirmationaactivity, theateacher will: 
- Asksatheastudents to finish the test. 




Inatheaclosing activity, theateacher will: 
- Discusses and ask whether there is something 
confused the students. 
- Concludes.the material. Reflects the.activities 
that have.done in.the learning.process. 
15 minutes 
- Motivates.the.students. 
- Delivers the.lesson.plan for the.next.meeting. 
 
8. Evaluation  
Evaluation.Technique Evaluation.Instrument Sample.of.Instrument 
Answering the 20 
multiple choices by 
choosing the correct 
answer between a, b, c, 
or d. 
Multiple choice 
















9. Exam Content Outline 
 
Indicator: Identifyatheamainaideaaofanarrativeatext. 







Indicator: Write the information from the narrative text. 
Sample of question: 
What did happen when the mother prayed after her husband 
broke his promise? 
a. Soona.therea.was a big earthquake followed by non-stop 
pouring rain. The whole area got flooded and became lake 
toba. 
b. Soon her husband ate his lunch and his son look at him. 
c. The mother gave her son a meal the same as his father’s. 
d. The mother toldaher son to runaup the hills becauseaa huge 
disasterawas aboutato come. 
 
Indicator: Summarize the narrative text. 








Indicator: Identify the moral.value.of.the narrative.text. 
Sample of question: 
Whatacanawealearnafromatheastory? 
a. Then the grasshopper knew he was so wrong didn’t follow the ant 
in collecting the foods. 
b. Work today and you can get benefits tomorrow. 
c. The grasshopper remembered when it saw the ants collecting the 
foods in summer for the stock in winter. 






 Standard of each elements 
Excellenta 5 
Very gooda 4 
Gooda 3 
Averagea  2 





11. Learning Sources 
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School    : MTs Swasta Insan Cita Medan 
Subject    : English 
Grade/Semester  : IX / 1 
Kind of Text   : Narrative Text 
Theme    : Malin Kundang 
Aspect/Skill   : Reading 
Time Allocation  : 2x45 minutes (1 meeting) 
 




2. BasicaCompetence :  
Understandingatheaformaof aasimpleashortanarrativeatextmbymusingma 
varietyaof written language accurately, fluently and acceptable to interact 
withatheasurroundingaenvironment. 
 








- Theastudentsaareaableato identify the main idea of narrative text. 
- Theastudentsaareaableato write the information from the narrativeatext. 
- Theastudentsaareaableato summarize the narrative text. 
- Theastudentsaareaableatoaidentifythe moral value of the narrativeatext. 
 






5. Learning Materials 
- Definition of narrativeatext 
A narrativeais a piece.of text which.tells a story, in doing so, entertains 




To.amuse,aentertain and.to deal withaactual or vicariousaexperience in 
differentaways. 
 
- Generic structure 
• Orientation: wherein the narrator tells the target audience about 
who's inside the story, when the story is taking place and wherein 
the motion is happening. 
• Complication: sets off a series of events that affects what is going 
to manifest in the story. 
• Resolution: in which the characters in the end kind out the hassle. 
• Coda (optional): gives a comment or moral based totally on what 
has been found out from the story. 
 
- Language features 
• recognition on precise (generally individualized) individuals 
e.g. ‘Tiger’, ‘Mouse deer’, ‘the king’, etc. 
• Use of past tense 
e.g. he saw mouse deer drinking, “I tasted it once”, etc. 
• Use of temporal conjunctions and temporal instances 
e.g. ‘long time ago’, ‘Once upon a time’, etc. 
• Use of cloth (or action) tactics 
e.g. He caught mouse deer and bit his leg. etc. 
• Use of relational and intellectual processes 






No Teaching Activities Time Allocation 
1 Opening : 
- Greeting.the.students 
- Ask theastudents to write their name. 
(checking attendance list online). 
- Asking the students’ about narrative text. 
Motivation  





In.the.exploration.activity, the.teacher will: 
- Asks theastudentsain lookingafor theawide 
information aboutathe themeaof the.materials 
that willabe studied byaapplying the KWL 
strategy. 
- Facilitatesa.the students’a.interaction among 
thea.studentsa..with theateacher andaother 
learning resources. 
- Asks the students to response actively in 
learningaactivity. 
Elaboration:a 
In theaelaborationaactivity, theateacher will: 
- Explains the narrativea.text, including its 
definition and examples. 
- Explains about KWL strategy and how it 
works. 
- Gives a test which consists of 20 
multiple,choice questions.  
- Asksatheastudentsato answer theatest based 
on their understanding. 
- Providesaanaopportunity foratheastudents to 
think and solve the problems. 
Confirmation:a 
Inatheaconfirmationaactivity, theateacher will: 
- Asksatheastudents to finish the test. 




Inatheaclosing activity, theateacher will: 
- Discusses and ask whether there is something 
confused the students. 
- Concludes.the material. Reflects the.activities 
that have.done in.the learning.process. 
15 minutes 
- Motivates.the.students. 
- Delivers the.lesson.plan for the.next.meeting. 
 
8. Evaluation  
Evaluation.Technique Evaluation.Instrument Sample.of.Instrument 
Answering the 20 
multiple choices by 
choosing the correct 
answer between a, b, c, 
or d. 
Multiple choice 
















9. Exam Content Outline 
 
Indicator: Identifyatheamainaideaaofanarrativeatext. 







Indicator: Write the information from the narrative text. 
Sample of question: 
What did happen when the mother prayed after her husband 
broke his promise? 
a. Soonatherea.was a big earthquake followed by non-stop 
pouring rain. The whole area got flooded and became lake 
toba. 
b. Soon her husband ate his lunch and his son look at him. 
c. The mother gave her son a meal the same as his father’s. 
d. The mother toldaher son to runaup the hills becauseaa huge 
disasterawas aboutato come. 
 
Indicator: Summarize the narrative text. 








Indicator: Identify the moral.value.of.the narrative.text. 
Sample of question: 
Whatacanawealearnafromatheastory? 
a. Then the grasshopper knew he was so wrong didn’t follow the ant 
in collecting the foods. 
b. Work today and you can get benefits tomorrow. 
c. The grasshopper remembered when it saw the ants collecting the 
foods in summer for the stock in winter. 






 Standard of each elements 
Excellenta 5 
Very gooda 4 
Gooda 3 
Averagea  2 





11. Learning Sources 








Dra. Hj. Zahara Balatif    Eddy Mulia, M.Pd 
 



















Read the following text and answer questions 1 to 11. 
Lake Toba 
Once uponma time, there was a man who was living in north 
Sumatra. He lived in a simplemhut in a farming field. He didmsome 
gardening and fishing for his daily life. 
One day, while the manawas fishing, he caught a big golden fish in 
his trap. It was the biggestmcatch which he ever had in his life. 
Surprisingly, this fish turned into a beautiful princess. He felt in love with 
heraand proposed her tombe his wife. She said; “Yes, but you have to 
promise not to tell anyoneaabout the secret that I was oncema fish, 
otherwise there will be a huge disaster”. The man made the dealmand they 
got married, lived happily and hadma son. 
Few years later,ahis son would help bringing lunch to her father 
out inathe fields. One day,ahis son was soahungry and he ate his father’s 
lunch.aUnfortunately, he found out and gotafurious, and shouted; “You 
damnedason of a fish”. The sonaran home andaasked his mother. The 
motherastarted crying, felt sad that her husband had broken his promise. 
Thenashe told her son to run upathe hills because a huge disaster 
was about to come. When her son left,ashe prayed. Soon there was a big 
earthquakeafollowed by non-stop pouringarain. The wholeaarea got 
flooded andabecame Toba Lake. She turned into a fish again and the man 
became the islandaof Samosir. 
Adoptedmfrom:mhttps://www.kuliahbahasainggris.com/contoh-narrative-
text-dan-artinya-the-story-of-toba-lake/ 
1. Whereadid this storyahappen? 
a. North Java 
b. South Sumatra 
c. North.Sumatra 
d. West Sumatra 
2. Where did the man live? 
a. Flowers land 
b. Farming field 







4. What did the man do for his.life? 
a. Cooking and smiling 
b. Gardening.and mailing 
c. Gardening and fishing 
d. Fishing and planting 





6. “her.husband.had.broken his.promise”. (paragraph.3) 





7.  What is the complication.in paragraph 3? 
a. The mother.started crying, felt.sad that her.husband had 
broken his.promise. 
b. His son.was so hungry.and he ate.his father’s lunch. 
c. His son.would.help bringing.lunch to his father.out in the 
field. 




c. We.must.not.eat.our.father’s meal 
d. We.must.go.fishing.to.find a.golden fish 
9. Finally, what did happen to the man? 
a. He sunk 
b. He turned into a fish 
c. He turned into a lake 
d. He turned into an island 
10. Why did the mother feel sad and start crying? 
a. Because her husband had broken his promise 
b. Because she has not enough meal to give her husband 
c. Because her husband cannot go fishing 
d. Because she has made her husband angry 
11. What did happen when the mother prayed after her husband 
broke his promise? 
a. Soon there was a big earthquake followed by non-stop 
pouring rain. The whole area got flooded and became lake 
toba. 
b. Soon her husband ate his lunch and his son look at him. 
c. The mother gave her son a meal the same as his father’s. 
d. The mother told her son to run up the hills because a huge 
disaster was about to come. 
Read.the.following.text.and.answer questions 12 to 16. 
The Ant and the Grasshopper 
One summer day, there was a grasshopper who chirped and sang about 
its heart content. Then, an ant passed by, bearing along with great toil an ear 
of corn he was taking to the nest. 
“Why don’t you come and sing with me instead of moiling and toiling 
away?” The grasshopper said. “I am preparing the foods for the winter. You 
have to do the same.” the ant replied. “Why? I don’t have any worries about 
winter. I have got plenty of foods.” said the grasshopper. 
But the ant left the grasshopper and continued its toil. Then, the winter 
came, the grasshopper found there was no food left to eat. It was so hungry. 
The grasshopper remembered when it saw the ants collecting the foods in 
summer for the stock in winter. 
Then the grasshopper knew he was so wrong didn’t follow the ant in 
collecting the foods. 
12. When did the story happen? 
a. Winter day 
b. Summer day 
c. Afternoon 
d. In the morning 
13. “he was taking to the nest” paragraph 1. What does the underlined 
word refers to? 
a. The grasshopper 
b. The ant 
c. An ear 
d. The summer day 










16. What can we learn from the story? 
a. Then the grasshopper knew he was so wrong didn’t follow the ant 
in collecting the foods. 
b. Work today and you can get benefits tomorrow. 
c. The grasshopper remembered when it saw the ants collecting the 
foods in summer for the stock in winter. 
d. Do not be greedy or you will lose your friends. 
Read the following text and answer questions 17 to 20. 
Once upon a time, two buddies were taking walks through a 
forest. They knew that danger ought to show up at any time. So 
they promised every different that they would remain united in 
case of danger. 
Suddenly, they noticed a large bear approaching. One of 
them right away climbed a close by tree, however the other did not 
be aware of how to climb. So being led by means of frequent 
sense, he lay down on the ground, pretending to be dead. 
The bear approached the man on the ground. It smelt his 
ears and slowly left the vicinity due to the fact bears do no longer 
touch dead creatures. 
Later, the friend on the tree got here down and asked his 
buddy on the ground, “What did the bear inform you?” The other 
friend replied, “The bear cautioned me now not to accept as true 




17. What is.the story.about? 
a. Two.friends and.a bear. 
b. A foolish.bear.and two.scared men. 
c. A skillful.man.and a.fierce bear. 
d. Two.bears.and a brave.man. 
18. What.did the man.who could not.climb trees.do to save.his life.from 
the.bear? 
a. He.acted.dead. 
b. His friend.helped him.climb the.tree. 
c. He.lit a fire.to chase.away the.bear. 
d. He.did not.do anything. 
19. From.the story.we can.conclude that …. 
a. The.bear was.daring enough.to touch.dead bodies 
b. The.man on.the ground.saved himself.because of.his foolishness 
c. The.man on.the tree.tried hard.to save.his friend.from the bear 
d. The.man on.the ground.rrealized that.his friend was.not his true 
friend 
20. What is.the moral.value of the.story? 
a. We.should not.disturb.animals. 
b. We.should.be able to.climb trees. 
c. We.should.stand by our.friends. 

















Read the following text and answer questions 1 to 7. 
Malin Kundang 
Once upon a time, lived a diligent boy named Malin Kundang. He 
lived in the seaside with his mother. They were very poor, but they lived 
quiet and harmonious. 
One day, a huge ship closed to the beach close to their village. 
They asked peoples to be a part of work in their ship and went to the pass 
island. Malin Kundang wanted to be a part of with them because he 
wanted to improve his family’s life. But his mom didn’t allow him. She 
involved to Malin. Malin still stored his argument… and subsequently he 
sailed with the big ship. Several years later, Malin Kundang be triumphant 
and he became prosperous trader. Then, he got here to his native village 
with his lovely wife, but his wife didn’t comprehend Malin’s actual 
descent. His blissful mom shortly approached Malin and brought a plate of 
village cake, Malin’s Favorite. But Malin didn’t admit that girl as his 
terrible mother, and then he kicked the village cake which delivered with 
the aid of his mother till scattered. 
His mother very broken heart due to the fact Malin rebellious to 
her, who had boom him. Then, his mom cursed Malin became stone. 
Suddenly, the huge ship which Malin’s had was vacillated by means of a 
big storm and all of his crewman tossed apart out. Malin realized that used 
to be his fault that rebellious his mother. He bowed down and became a 
stone. 
1. Who lived.withlMalin accordinglto theltext? 
a. Beautiful daughter 
b. His grandmother 
c. His old.mother 
d. His.old fathera 
2. Malinawanted toajoin withathe bigashipabecause…… 
a. Heawantedato beaa richaman 
b. Heawanted to make his mother happy 
c. Heawanted marryaa beautifuladaughter 
d. Heawanted to improve his family life quality 
3. “MalinaKundangawanted toa.join witha.them becauseahe wantedato 
improveahis family’salife”. (paragraph 2) . He refers to…….. 
a. His beautiful wife 
b. Malin Kundang 
c. His mother 
d. Malin’s mother 






5. Whatais theamain idealof paragrapha2…. 
a. Heajoined andaworked withabig shipa 
b. Malin to be a rich man 
c. Malin married with beautiful daughter 
d. A mother worried to Malin 
6. Whatais theamain ideaaof paragrapha3…. 
a. Malin came back toahis village 
b. Hisamother veryabroken heartabecause Malinarebellious toaher 
c. Malin’s wife does not know his descent  
d. His mother felt happy when Malin came back 
7. Finally, what happened to Malin? 
a. The bigaship ofaMalin wasavacillated byaa bigarain andastorm 
b. MalinaKundang bowedadown tolhis mother andlhe becomela stone 
c. Malin felt sad and repent 
d. Malin realized that was his mistake 
Readathe followingatext and answeraquestions 8 to 15. 
The Storyaof SmartaMonkey andaDull Crocodile 
One day thereawas a monkey. He wanted to cross a river. There he 
saw a crocodile so heaasked the crocodile to take him acrossathe other side 
of the river. The crocodileaagree and told the monkey to jump on its back. 
Then the crocodile swamadown the river with the monkey on his top. 
Unluckily, theacrocodile was very hungry, he stoppedain the 
middle of the river andasaid to the monkey, “My father is very sick. He 
has to eat the heart ofathe monkey. So he will be healthyaagain.” At the 
time, the monkey wasain dangerous situation and he hadato think hard. 
Then he had a goodaidea. He told the crocodile to swimaback to the river 
bank. “What’s for?” asked theacrocodile. “Because Ildon’t bring my 
heart,” said the monkey. “I left itaunder a tree, near some coconuts in the 
river bank.” 
The crocodile agreed andaturned around. He swam back to the 
bank of the river. As soon as theyareached the river bank, the monkey 
jumped off the crocodile’saback. Then he climbed up to the top of a tree. 
“Where is your heart?” askedathe crocodile. “You are foolish,” said the 
monkey to the crocodile. “Now Iaam free and I have my heart.” 
8. Whatais theatext talk about? 
a. The monkey and the hare 
b. The monkey and the crocodile 
c. The donkey and the crocodile 
d. The monkey and the mouse 




d. Report text 
10. What is the purpose of the text? 
a. To tell the weather 
b. To explain the material 
c. To entertain the reader 
d. To teach the reader 
11. Where did the crocodile stop when he was hungry? 
a. At the tree 
b. Atathe lake 
c. Atathe bank of river 
d. Atatheahouse 
12. Where did the monkey leave its heart? 
a. Nearasomeacoconuts 
b. Inatheariverabank 
c. Under a tree 
d. Above the tree 









d. Paragraph 1,2,3 
15. Whatais theamoral valueaofathe text above? 
a. Doanot regret what you have done 
b. Please be kind to everyone 
c. Do not judge a book by its cover 
d. Do not be a foolish person and be smart 
 
 
Readathe followingatext and answeraquestions 16 to 20. 
 
ThelQueen oflSouthlOcean 
Onceaupon a time, there was a beautifulaprincess named Kadita. 
Because of herabeauty she was calledaDewi Srengenge. It meant the 
goddess of sun. 
Herafather was King MundingaWangi. Although he had a beautiful 
daughter, he was unhappy because heaalways expected to have a son. 
The kingadecided to marryaDewi Mutiara. He had a son from her. Dewi 
Mutiara wanted her son to become a king in theafuture. She asked the 
King to send his daughter away. The king did not agree. 
DewiaMutiara called a black wizard toacurse Kadita. She wanted 
Kadita’s beautifulabody full of ulcer.aThen, Kadita’s body was full of 
ulcer. It smelled bad. The beautifulaprincess cried. 
The King was sad.aNo one could cure hisadaughter’s illness. The king did 
not want heradaughter to be a rumor so heasent her away. 
Theapoor princess did not knowawhere to go. However, she had a 
noble heart. She did not have any badafeeling about her step mother. She 
walked for almostaseven days andaseven nights. Then, she came to the 
southaOcean. 
Theaocean was so cleanaand clear. She jumped intoathe water and 
swam. Suddenly, there wasaa miracle. The ocean wateracured her illness. 
She became more beautifulathan before. She also had a power to 
command the whole SouthaOcean. She became a fairy called Nyi Roro 
Kidul or The Queen of SouthaOcean. 
Adoptedafrom:ahttp://tankimlim.blogspot.com/2013/04/narrative-text 
legend-of-nyi-rorokidul. 
16. The textlmainly tellsaus about …. 
a. thealegend of KingaMunding Wangi 
b. theastory of DewiaMutiara 
c. thealegend ofaNyi Roro Kidul 
d. theastory of aabeautiful princess 
17. WhyaKadita wasacalled byaDewi Srengenge? 
a. Becauseaof herabeauty. 
b. Becauseashe wasaKing MundingaWangi’s daughter. 
c. Becauseaof herapower. 
d. Becauseaof heranobleaheart. 
18. DewiaMutiara wasaKadita’s …. 
a. Mothera 
b.  Stepmothera 
c. Sistera 
d. stepsistera 
19. Whyadid the kingasend hisadaughter away? 
a. Hisadaughter soawanted toabe a king. 
b. Hisadaughter’s bodyasmelledabad. 
c. Headid not wantaher daughter toabe rumor. 
d. Hisadaughter hadaa power toacommand theasea. 
20. Whatais the mainaidea of thirdaparagraph? 
a. Kaditaawas a beautifulaprincess. 
b. Theablack wizardacursed Kadita. 
c. Theaocean wateracured Kadita’saillness. 




































































Researcher : Annisa Fathia     Observer : Eddy Mulia, M.Pd 
The Students’a.Behaviors duringathe Teachingaand Learning Process through 
Online Media 
 
No Aspect of Assessment  Categoriesa(circle 
one of them) 
1 Obey the researcher’s instruction. High 
Medium 
Low 










4 Doing their work according to the instruction. High 
Medium 
Low 
5 Helping Motivate their friends. High 
Medium 
Low 




7 Understand the researcher’s instruction easily. High 
Medium 
Low 
8 The students show their politeness in replying 




9 The students show their respect to the researcher. High 
Medium 
Low 






























Researcher : Annisa Fathia     Observer : Eddy Mulia, M.Pd 
The Teacher’s Behaviorsaduring the Teachingaand LearningaProcess through 
Online Media 
No Aspect of assessment Categoriesa 





2. The learning objectives are stated clearly in 









4. The researcher conveys the learning objectives 




5. The researcher shows her authority as a 









7. The learning instructions are short and clear so 





8. The researcher invites the students to conclude 




9. When the students ask questions, the 




10. The researcher motivates the students, attracts 
























TheaInterview Report withathe EnglishaTeacher before Conductingathe 
Research 
Thearesearcher: Good morning sir, what class that will learn aboutanarrativeatext 
in thisasemester? 
Theateacher:  The class that will learn about narrative text is in the ninth grade. 
The researcher: What are the difficulties of teaching English in the ninth grade 
sir? Especially in teaching reading? 
The teacher:  The difficulties are they cannot read the text properly because the 
way to pronounce the words must be different with the written 
text and they hardly get the contentaof theatext. 
The researcher: Are the students faced the problem such as hardly answered the 
questions about reading? 
The teacher: Yes. Sometimes because of they cannot translate the sentences 
well they do not know the answers of the questions. Lack of 
vocabulary is one of the factors. 
Thearesearcher: So, what strategy you usually used inateaching readingato the 
students? 
Theateacher:  I have several kinds of teaching strategy. One of them when I 
taught reading, I use the read aloud technique to make the 
students focus on the text. When one student readathe text, the 
others payaattention toathe text. Then I corrected when the text 
and also read the text first. 
The researcher:  How important is a teaching strategy in your opinion? 
 
The teacher:  I thought it was really important to make the teaching and 
learning process is effective and efficient. In order to make the 
teacher easy to convey theamaterial andathe students easy to get 
the point so the learning objectives was easily achieved. 
Thearesearcher:  Haveayouaever heard about the K-W-L strategy? 
Theateacher:  Yes. It sounds familiar to me. I ever hear it. But can you describe 
a little? 
The researcher: Yes. K-W-L stands for Know-Want-Learn strategy. It was a 
strategy to activate the prior knowledge of students. So the 
students will fill the chart. K column is for the things that have 
known by the students, W column is for what the students want 
to know about the topic. And the last is L column is for what the 
students have learned about the topic. 
The InterviewaReport with the Students before Conductingathe Research 
Thearesearcher: Bagaimana pendapatmu tentang reading dalam bahasa Inggris? 
sulit atau mudah? 
StudentaI:  sayaasuka membacaamiss, tapi kalau baca bahasa Inggris itu 
agak susah untuk tahu bagaimana cara membaca yang benarnya. 
StudentaII: Sulit miss, sulitnya itu saya tidak paham inti inti dari teks bahasa 
Inggris yang saya baca. 
Student III: Ada yang sulit, ada yang mudah miss. Kalau yang teks nya 
panjang panjang itu agak susah, tapi saya penasaran teks itu 
bercerita tentang apa. 
The researcher: Kalau menurut kamu apa yang harus kita dapatkan dengan 
reading? 
Student I: Isi dari teks itu miss, kita harus tau bercerita tentang apa teks itu. 
 
Student II: Dengan reading kita bisa dapat ilmu baru miss. 
Students III: Dapat informasi miss dan juga untuk nambah-nambah info saja. 
The researcher:  Bagaimana biasanya guru kamu mengajarkan reading? 
Student I: Sir biasanya membaca teks bahasa Inggris terlebih dahulu agar 
kami paham cara bacanya. 
Student II: Kami disuruh baca one by one miss. 
Student III: Kadang diberi tahu terjemahan teks itu miss, terus disuruh tulis 
kata-kata yang sulit juga. 
 
The Interview Report witha.the Englisha.Teacher aftera.Conducting the 
Research 
The researcher:  Whatado youlthink about the implementation of.K-W-L strategy? 
The teacher: It was a good strategy. It was simple to use and strengthen the 
memory of the students’. Because it formed was a chart so it 
makes the students easily differentiate the use of it. 
The researcher: From the result of the post-test, it showed the improvement of the 
students’ score, what do you feel about it? 
The teacher:  I was happy that this strategy worked to improveathe students’ 
achievementain reading. So I agree that this strategy was helpful. 
The researcher: Do you thinkathat K-W-L strategy was suitable to be applied? 
The teacher: Yes. I considered use it later. But I need to look the condition 
first and the material of the lesson that is going to be taught. 
The Interview Report withathe Students afteraConducting theaResearch 
 
Thearesearcher: Apa pendapatmu tentang strategi K-W-L yang udah kita 
gunakan?  
StudentaI: K-W-L chart membuat saya lebih mudah mengelompokkan 
hal-hal yang penting dari teks itu miss. 
StudentaII: Dengan menulis di K-W-L chart, saya lebih bisa dengan 
mudah mengetahui isi teks itu tentang apa miss.  
StudentaIII: Awalnya saya bingung, tapi berikutnya saya tidak bingung 
lagi miss, ternyata hanya menulis di kolom tersebut tentang 
apa yang udah saya tahu, yang mau saya pelajari, dan apa 
yang udah saya pelajari miss. 
Thearesearcher: Mempelajari reading dengan strategi K-W-L ini, sulit atau 
mudah? 
StudentaI: Sulit awalnya miss, lama kelamaan mudah. 
StudentaII: Tidak sulit miss, Cuma ingat-ingat pengetahuan yang lama 
aja. 
StudentaIII: Enggak sulit kok miss, saya mengisi kolom yang sesuai 
instruksi miss kan K untuk yang kita ketahui sebelumnya, 
W untuk apa yang ingin kita ketahui, L untuk apa yang 


















1. 35 60 75* 
 
2. 50 70 90* 
 
3. 55 65 80* 
 
4. 45 65 85* 
 
5. 60 75* 90* 
 
6. 65 75* 85* 
 
7. 50 70 75* 
 
8. 55 65 70 
 
9. 75* 80* 85* 
 
10. 40 55 65 
 
11. 45 70 75* 
 
12. 60 75* 85* 
 
13. 55 60 80* 
 
14. 35 65 75* 
 
15. 40 70 75* 
 
16. 70 65 80* 
17. 65 65 70 
 
18. 60 70 75* 
 
19. 80* 85* 90* 
 
 
20. 70 75* 80* 
 
21. 80* 80* 90* 
 
22. 75* 70 90* 
 
23. 55 60 80* 
 
24. 50 65 80* 
 
25. 45 60 70 
 
26. 35 50 75* 
 
27. 25 50 65 
 
28. 70 75* 75* 
 
29. 40 75* 85* 
 
30. 55 65 75* 
 
31. 80* 85* 90* 
 
32. 90* 90* 95* 
 
33. 50 75* 90* 
 
34. 55 65 80* 
 
35. 65 80* 80* 
 
36. 60 75* 85* 
 
37. 70 70 80* 
 
38. 65 75* 75* 
 
39. 45 65 75* 
 
40. 75* 80* 90* 
 
41. 80* 80* 85* 
 
42. 65 75* 95* 
 
 
43. 50 75* 75* 
 







57,8 70,4 80,5 











































Table II: The Students’aName andaInitial 
No. Students’ Namea Students’aInitial 
1. AINNI ZAHRA HARSYA AZH 
2. AISAH AMALIA AA 
3. ANNISA BELA SAFITRI ABS 
4. AQILAH AZ-ZAHRA AA 
5. BALQIS HUMAYRO BH 
6. CHANDRA SAPUTRA CS 
7. DIMAS FAJAR PRATAMA DFP 
8. DIVA ANANTA DA 
9. FAREL AKBAR A-FALAH FAA 
10. FATIMAH ZUHRA FZ 
11. GILANG PRASETYA GP 
12. HABIB IMAM SYAHPUTERA ANANDA HISA 
13. HANA SILVIA HS 
14. HANIF AL MUHAMMAD SUBAKTI POHAN HAMSP 
15. HARIS NURFAZRIA HN 
16. INDAH KIRANI IK 
17. IZZA SYAFINAS NURAFITHA HSB ISNH 
18. KHALED MUHAMMAD LUBIS KML 
19. KUNMALA SARI KS 
20. LITA HEPIKA GINTING LHG 
21. M. AIQAL MA 
22. MHD. FHAZHRY ILHAM MFI 
23. MARSHA AZALIA PUTRI MAP 
24. MHD. ZAKY AURA RAMADHAN MAR 
25. MOHAMMAD CHOIRUL ROHMADI MCR 
26. MUHAMMAD FAUZAN AZHARI MFA 
27. MUHAMMAD IRFANSYAH MI 
28. MUHAMMAD YUSUF MY 
 
29. NADIRA OLIVIA NO 
30. NAILA NURHAFSARI NN 
31. NAYLA FITRIA ZAHRANI NFZ 
32. NAYLA SALSA ANKAL NSA 
33. NUR INTAN KAYLA ZEIN NIKZ 
34. NUZUL QORIAH INSYANI HARAHAP NQIH 
35. RANGGA RAMADHAN RR 
36. RANIA ARRAYYAN AZHAR RAA 
37. RIZKY ARYANTI RA 
38. ROSA RS 
39. SASTIA AKHVIANTRI SA 
40. SU’DA IYCANTYA SI 
41. TATA ARSYIKA DELILLAH TAD 
42. ZAINI AKBAR ZA 
43. ZASQIA DWI NAVITA ZDN 
44. HANIFAH MUTHMAINNAH NASUTION HMN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 10 
Documentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
